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• Controls phased out in Apri l? 
By DOUG SMALL would continue to suffer 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The until Canadians rediscover 
" Throne speech call for more self discipline 
replaced by a monitoring 
agency to oversee future 
pay and price changes. 
constitutional proposals that 
would guarantee citizens 
"fundamental rights and 
on~budsman would deal with Parliament from Rides "If this is the best they 
complaints about govern- 
ment administrative ac- 
the pomp of the most glit- 
tering parliamenary oc- 
casion in two decades, to set 
the scene for what is widely- 
regarded as an election 
Parliament. 
Hail, the Governor- 
General's residence, under 
lesdenskies that hid an air- 
have to show, I think we 
should have an election as" 
Trudeau government called 
on the country Tuesday to 
face up to the harsh realities 
of economic austerity 'and 
FrenchEnglish divisions in 
a speech read by the queen 
• at the first royal opaning of 
Parliament in 20 years .... 
Moments after thousa.nda 
cheered ' her cannon- 
heralded ~arrlval on 
Parliament Hill in a horse- 
drawn landau, the queen 
told Canadians in a speech 
~'itten by the government 
that hey still face months of 
com _lmlSory wage and price 
c6nti'ols. 
. . .  Even when they are lif- 
ted-  probably on April I 
next year--~ the economy 
"the merits of self-discipline 
and fair sharing." 
It was the first session- 
opening speech read by the 
Queen since 1957. And the 
government used the regal 
~ca~]on in the red.Se~te 
cnamser m pronuse m- 
creased jobs, tax breaks for 
business and :~ other 
measures to help see that 
"feelings of linguistic and 
cultural equality" are no 
longer "poisoned by evi- 
dence of economic in- 
justice." 
The government said its 
much.criticlzed two-year- 
old controls program will 
continue through "the early 
part of 1978/' Then it will be 
Highlights from 
• .:the throne speech. 
. Highlighta of the throne speech read at the opening of.tlm 
Weamthirda~Sesst°n of'the 20th Parliament bY the Queen Tuesday: 
age andp.rlce controls will continue through the early 
part of 1978, followea ny a pay and price monitoring agency. 
Tax reduction and investment incentive l gislation will be 
introduced to provide stimulus to the economy and create 
new jobs. - " 
Legislation will be introduced to enhance xports and to 
help private industry in.uedertaking large projects in other 
¢ountrles. 
The government will call a National Food Conference of 
governments, producers, consumers and the food industry 
to formulate a .food strategy. 
Measures will be proposed to improve the national 
transportation system. 
'The government wil pro---~e constitutional reform 
designed to safeguard fundamental dghts and freedoms . 
that should be enjoyed by all Cansdisus. 
The Criminal Code will be amended to assure the right of 
accused to be tried in the official language of their cSoice. 
An ombudsman will be named to deal with complaints 
arising out of federal government administration. 
The government will seek to help provinces provide 
education heth official !mq|ungos to au canadians. 
innew agreement 
HERALD STAFF • In . the second year, 
A tentative, three-year workers get  an average 
agreement between union wage increase of 64.6 cents 
and management : an hour of 7.8 per cent. This 
negotiators at Alcan has includes '~an across-the. 
been hailed by beth sides as board increase of 55 cents an 
a move towards stability hour and a trades premium 
which includes good increase of 3.9 cents an 
hour. During the second 
Ppirallingprices. year o f  the contract, 
protections are included to 
The argeement, reached offset he increased cost of 
between egotiating teams living ff the inflation rate 
late Monday night, will be increases over six per cent. 
voted on by the 2,00 mere- In January, 1979, the 
hers of Local 1 of the company will start paying a 
Canadian Association oi cash bonus for seniority to 
Smelter and Allied Workers workers employed more 
in meetings Thursday at than four years. For 
Kitimat and Kemano. The example a section chief, 
two-year agreement ow in getting $9.631 an hour after 
e will expire Oct. 23.' four years will get a bonus of 
A union statement to the ;~/7.05 on the fourth an- 
workers recommends ac- niversary of his starting 
ceptance of the agreement date. These bonuses in- 
as "the best available crease with seniority, An 
provisions for the members electrician with 20 yesrs's 
with good protection over e z~erience in the company 
themnext hree"* years." will get $391.60 as a oonus. 
Alcan public relations of- In the third year  of the 
fleer David Dunsmuir said .contract, workers get an 
the agreement provide~ across-the-heard increase of 
stablilty, exercises restraint 33 dents an hour plus a 
and includes hedges against premium adjustment. A 
inlation, cost of living auowance 
- -  ~ . - -- . comes into effect during the The terms ot me ' • year with adjustments to agreement prowde for an 
. . . . . . .  ~ . . ; . .~  . . . . . . . .  ;. wages tied to the consumer 
c se of 67 8 cents and hour c_re~L ~,_,'. . . .  ,~.,~ , .  Other major changes 
J / l  Ui~ JLJUL'Db ~dl~J~.  8.11W UI "  |nn | l l~G af~.~fl l~t ] |wt ;~ l 'ha  
creases mclunes an across- . n,.,~oo., o,ot~.,. ,,,,.,a...,;.,,, 
a - -~ ,~ ,~, ~.,:----:..,,¢ ~ tt easier for employees to 
,~r~ ,~, , , , , .~-,~- ,,, :, .transfer to other work on 
cents an hour. increases m .h-,  . . . . . . . . . .  • , . .~  own mlauvos. Tna 
shift premiums and special o-"~ment nloo ~'r~vi~es for U~L~ ~ V v benefits like allowances for. a ; , , ;-t  ,,-i,.n mo-o-o,-ent 
metric tool conversions, team to evaluate jobs job 
Right 'now, wages rage with an eye for changes in 
from the lowest labor rate of wages and promotion 
$6.242 and hour to the $9.094 routes. The team will 
an hour paid to skilled comply with deadlines set in 
tradesman ear the top of the contract o make their 
wage scale in the  old r~ a s n o i t a 
agreement, changes. 
Curses/Foiled again/ 
DETROIT (AP) -- A St,hal Bakery Just stared. 
would be robber walked nto The robber was a 12-year- 
an eastside bakew with his old boy, 
hand Inside :hls':Jaeket, : L: The boy fled* and was 
pulled down the shade on the apprehended a few minutes 
door and aunotmced "This is later by police, who "gave 
astickup.lhaveagun.Give him a good talking to" 
me all your cookies." .... before turning him over to 
The two women on duty at his parents. 
t. 
PLEDGES UNITY freedoms." tions. 
It further vowed to And it promised to put The government used the 
dedicate itself "to the freedom-of-information nstionaily-televised speech, 
rediscovery of the spirit of IFOpOSals before read in alternate .~.ssages 
unit, y ' . . in  Canada, With Parliament. A new federal of French and English amid 
| ram- -  . _ _  
the erald 
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Forty mounted policemen 
accompanied the Queen to 
Weathe  
Cloudy, wet weather will 
continue for the next few 
days.  Today's  high 12 
degrees, tonight's low, 7. 
force fly past. 
After being greeted by 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
and parliamentary officials, 
the Queen made her way to 
the Senate, where she put on 
half-moon reading glasses 
to read the 3,-600-word 
speech. 
OFFERS LITrLE HOPE 
After the Queen finished 
reading the speech, op- 
position leaders condemned 
it as an empty document 
offering little hope to the 
unmq~loyed or those con- 
cemed about keeping ths 
country intact. 
soon as possible," Op- 
position Leader Joe Clark 
told reporters. 
NDP Leader Ed Broad- 
bent said the speech was 
virtually devoid of 
measures that would en- 
courage the.sagging econ- 
deed. "  
Both Clark and Broadhent 
said they want the govern- 
ment to spell out what it 
means by throne speech 
promises of a "new 
federalism." 
"I have no idea what they 
were talking about," Clark 
mid. 
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Small nail, left, and two cartridges used to fire them, can be dangerous in the 
wrong hands, said Cs t. Larry York. 
.:i Will fire nails 
Stolen bullets dangerous 
• Herald Staff - Also taken Were 600 hi~h-- evening of October 9 or the 
Three nail guns, con- velocity cartridges which morning of October 10. 
sidered by Terrace RCMP resemble an expended 22 Numerous other items, 
to be potentially lethal, were undthe one and a half inch including eight .electric 
stolen last week from the nail with a red plastic tip drills, 28bales of fibregiass 
B.C. H~dro construction site used with this type. insulation, and dozens of 
on Kelth Avenue with the ~ - n ~ '•  " "  tools were taken on the 
cartridges and nails used in " . .e  guns ca De urea ny • hnldina them in vn,,r hndn evening of October U or the 
the guns, an'~l--;,°oli"~e"½o"~";h"~,;'-~',~ morning of October 12. 
conce~rne~d a~bo:'t ' '  t'h': Value of the items stolen 
Five thousand low- possibility of the weapons is ap.p.~ximat..e..ly $1,7..~.-. 
velocity cartridges which falling into the hands of t^.m~'~'.,'~_"~". 's ~ .u~ 
have a crimped end much • who are not a are .v . .~ . ,~ .  ,,, o .Q .  children w . • the same as the kind used in of tho ,to-=or vehmles or persons m t~e 
starting guns were taken . . . . . . .  ~'~ ' area, or any knowledge of 
and the three-quarter inch The guns and naris were the stolen items is asked to 
nails with blue plastic tips. discovered m!ssing on the contact Terrace RCMP. 
% 
First aldermanic entry 
says he's best for job 
• . Alaska proposal 
By Donna Vameres 
Herald'staff writer 
Gerry Duffus is the first 
one to admit he is out- 
spoken, but in talking with 
him you soon realize it's a 
thoughtful outspokeness. 
Wben asked why he is 
seeking election to . an 
aldermanic seat on Terrace 
council, Dnffus has a simple 
repsy: 
• "I feel as an alderman I 
can be most effective in 
serving the community." 
Everyone has a place in 
community contributions, 
Duffua said, doing such 
things are being active in 
service clubs, joinin8 
church groups, coachin~ 
sports, or getting elected to 
council. 
"And  I feel I'm most 
suited to council," he said. 
I spoke with Duffus the 
other day in his home on 
Monroe Street. He is the 
first candidate to officially. 
confirm that he will be 
bidding for one of the three 
aldermanic seats which 
becon~e ~.~ .... vacant in 
~ b e r .  ........ , . . . . . . . . .  
We sat in his home offce 
which was covered with 
pictures of his seven 
children while Duffus paced 
about restlessly in his 
coveralls. (I had interrupted 
hi~ while he was busily at 
work fixing a roof leak.) 
I asked him a few 
background questions, like 
his age -- which he hesitated 
to reveal, but promised he 
would tell me after his birth- 
day. Clearly, Duffns was 
anxious to get into the im- 
portant questions.. He spoke 
on many subjects pertaining 
to the town and the coming 
election, chosinghis words 
carefully so they would 
convey the exact meaning 
he was after. 
Aft/.,r 27 years in Terrace, 
Duff,~s knows all kinds of 
tidngs about he town and its 
background and history. 
"Council used to be a 
simple thing," he 
remembered, "but today 
with borrowed money and 
grants it gets more com- 
plicated." And when you are 
De ase extension revived 
VANCOUVER- (UP) The which it receives as royalty BCR's best hope, but access 
royal commission stud~ing for the Alaska oil pipeline, will prove extremely 
affairs of the Brztish Alaska state officials told hazardous'. The only known 
Columbia Railwa~ was told the commission last June prospect is Groundhog coal, 
Tuesday, the state of Alaska that Canada is while oil and gas exploration 
is constdering construction showing"positive interest" has produced no positive 
of a "world scale" oil in co-sponsoring an Alaska- results, he said. 
refineryy that could aid the Yukon-B.C. rail line for Lumber traffic prospects 
railway's ill-fated Dease mineral and forestry are poor, he addod, becaase 
Lake extension, development• They said of generally low quality and 
Dr. Harold Halvorson, a then they hope to launch a $1 inaccessible reserves. An 
BCRconsultant, saidthat.if million cost-benefit study optimistic forecast would 
the plan proceeds, refined this fall. see development of one 
oil products would likely be Halvorson said the sawmill by 1990. 
shipped via rail in B.C. to refinery proposal, although Halvorsen said, however, 
the most logical market- sti l l  very much at the that BCR would pick up 
the U.S. mid-west, drawing boardstage, brings more than $41 million in 
1 He said that would mean a "glimmer of hope" to an business from the Alaska 
otherwise bleak outlook for Highway pipeline should the 
producingtraffic for BCR, theDEASE Lake extensilon, line run to the Yukon. But if, 
provided the costly Dease The line, from Fort St. as some have advocated, the 
Lake line is extended to James, has been haltedhalf- Dease line is abandoned, 
aYukon rail link with complete as costs have BCR's share of the pipeline 
Alaska, and provided the escalated to $311 million msterialtransport business 
railway,offered competitive from $6t million, would drop to $24 million. 
rates. Halvorson detailed in day- As for other areas of B.C., 
• Halvorson said later that long testimonyt exactly how the northeast has little 
the ref inery, plan is little potentialtraffic exists potential traffic for BCR 
currently being examined for the line. unless coal reserves are 
by Alaska state officials. He He said the Dease Lake developed, and unless a 
said it would probably be extension, for much of its copper smelterisbuilt n the 
built in the Anchorage area length, "runs through a cehtral B.C. region, there'll 
to refine the state's100,000 metal barren zone•" he little increased activity 
barrels of crude oil a day Stikine valley copper is there. 
If BCR should look to the 
Yukon or Alaska for future 
prospects, then it should 
consider the Dease Lake 
extension link to the Yukon 
border, Halvorsen said. 
Gerry 
deci _ding-~vhat projects to 
spend taxp:a~ers'n~oney on, 
"you can't help but make 
enemies," he said. 
Duffns also remembers 
the "boom" years in 
Terrace when council was 
attempting all kinds of 
ambitmus projects, bu! 
things have quieted own in 
the past few years. 
"It may be a good thing 
that 1977 has been a year of 
more or less routine af, 
fairs," Duffus said, "but as 
a community as as the 
elected" leaders of this 
community, council must 
get involved in larger and 
varied issues." 
However, he admits the 
most imL~0rtant functions 
for council to look after are 
sewage, drainage, road~ 
and sidewalks. There is still 
a let of completion work to 
carry out in these areas, 
Duffus said. 
Recreation "has become 
recognized as part of the 
function of council and must 
be kept constantly under 
review in order to meet the 
forthcoming im- 
provements," he added• 
Recreation is one place 
where all the citizens hould 
be asked for their opinion 
and advice, the candidate 
said, which is largely whey 
the town has a non-elected 
recreation commission. 
By-laws are another 
council function, Duffns 
said. They must always be 
amended and modified to fit 
present conditions. 
Duffns 
Al l  of these  things take  a 
certal~ amount of time,, 
Duffus explained, and a 
council member has to be 
aware of all aspects of an 
issue •before making a 
decision',which takes a lot of 
personal research, he said. 
DuHns, who defines his 
occupation as managing 
property, said his is 
prepared to spend• the 
amount of time necessary 
working on council affairs. 
However, he stresses, 
spending too much time 
around municipal offices 
can be just as inefficient as 
spending too little. 
In his spare time he reads, 
par t i cu la r ly  Engl ish 
authors for their subtlety, is 
an amatuer carpenter and is 
interested in anything 
mechanical. 
"My real interest is in 
municipal, provincial and 
federal public affa'Fs." he 
added. 
Duffus had spent the 
better part of the hour 
spea i~ of his philosophies 
on mumcipal government, 
but at the close of our in- 
terview, he was quite 
concerned least he come 
across in print sounding 
pompous or condescending. 
I assured him that this 
was not the case and thought 
hack to one of the things he 
had said that seemed to 
embody his basic approach 
to politics: 
"I may be a little out- 
spoken, but I have the town 
at heart." 
Referendum delayed 
in Quebec legislature 
QUEBEC (CP) -- 
Detailed study of the 
proposed law on referen- 
dums will not begin until 
next year, Parti Quebecois 
House Leader Robert Bums 
said Tuesday. 
Burns told the national as- 
sembly he still hopes to in- 
troduce the bill before the 
end of the current assembly 
session, expected by 
Christmas, but second 
reading debate will not be- 
gin until the next session. 
The PQ government had 
said it would pass the 
referendum law by the end 
of the year. 
Opposition Leader Gerard 
Levesque said the delay 
would keep "a sword of 
Damocles" hanging over 
the heads of Quebecers for 
still longer. 
Also delayed until 
November are hearings on 
the government's white 
paper on referendum law, 
the policy on which the bill is 
likely to be based. 
Burns said it would be 
difficult for the hearings to 
begin while committees are 
meeting to study the 
government's auto in- 
r urance program and a new aw govemlng the public 
service. 
A total of d3 grouPs have 
already presented briefs to 
the clerk of the committee 
and Burns said he has no 
objection ff the date for 
accepting briefs be ex- 
tended to allow other groups 
to make their views known, 
t 
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O~rAWA (CP) --Prime Minister Trudeau celebrated his ' ' " " : " " ':":"" ": /  "" ':" '::" ~'''' ":" /. , "~  " i~:, ~+ .. :., ' .'.:" :.., 
58th birthday today amid a re l~al swirl and new reports that : . . : . . . .  .,~,, ~'~:>.- -~ ' ~  ;:::: !" ~ ' : . .  ' 'i. 
he has resumed the swinging life he led before his marriage ,: ~:~: - :,.,'~ ,.:,,~:'r,~ ~"':>~,' ...... ~"~":~)~,~., ".... :,.,'., 
to Margaret . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' ,  ". • • 
His birthday coincided with the first parliamentary ' . . . .  :~':'~>~:: ' ' :i" .'"i".'.:i::::;': ': .i" ' '>'~/~:~i~!~>::;~:":~'~~ 
opening by the queen in 20years and front-page suggestions . : :  (/, : :.i :::i :: i : . ':.: ~. 
by Ottawa's newest newspaper---Ottawa Today--that he , : " r ~ " ' "': . . . . .  r" " ~ . . . . . . . .  " v %' '  ' l 
may De romantically involved with entertainer Sandra '~ . . . .  ' :. ' i'i, iii::i :-"?; ~: !i: !' ::i;.:,.:~!.i," 
O'Neill, 36-yearold producer of a local night club show. 
Trudeau's compan ion  Monday  at a d inner  for the Queen ~:,.',:.: '~i:;!ii!~i~i~ %';. 
was actress Lomse Marleau. .; .,~, 
Ottawa Today said that entertainer O'Neill has visited ~:' ~'~"'~':~:~'!i~-~:x ~ 
Trudeau a number of t imes  after f i r s t  meet ing  h im las t  Ju ly  !~,~> :..~ ~ : \  
during a performance at a local night club. ~ , !~f~;~ 
O'Neill confirms that she has met Trndeau, but refuses to ~ J ~ I " "° "":: 
discuss their relationship. ~ ' 
"Why can't you leave (him) alone?" she is quoted as ;:~;~ . • ""'- 
saying in Ottawa Today. *:"~';~> ~ ~  
"I think he's been put through enough." "" ~ . . . .  ~-: °. 
Stanfield's wife dies ': 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Mary Margaret Stanfield, wife of 
former Progressive Conservative l ader Robert Stanfield, 
died in hospital Tuesday after a long struggle against lung. 
cancer. She was 65. 
Mrs. Stanfield, a slight but energetic woman, had been 
married to Stanfield for more than 20 years. 
She had been suffering from cancer for some time.. 
Mrs. Stanfield had a lung removed uring an operation 
last year, and Stanfield said she appeared muchbetter 
when she was released from haspitaLBut she remained 
weak, and has had relatively no social ife during, the last 
year. 
She married Stanfield in 1957, three years after his first h( 
wife died in an auto accident, leaving fot~i"chlldren. Caledonia students are being Introduced:iii ~joys"efread'ing ihrough magazines I being asked 
In the early years of their marriage, she concentrated on uninterrupted reading periods at the school Anyone with paperbacks or reading mateflal available to ~,  ....... :i!:",' 
making apleasant home for Stanfield and his children. But . . . .  . ' • , -: ~:" ~. 
she entered political campaigns with a vigor after he . .- , " ".' . . . . . . . . . .  . . , : " .:". ",. .::~:,:*",%,',-.,..   >'~ " .... '>-" '.,.~"',".,":," '~ :. ~.'~''~ 
. . . . . .  re y depl " :" . . . . . . . .  assumed the  federa l  Conservat ive  leadership in 196" I .  " ' : "  " F i sh  a " ' ' ' s '  J''''~ . . . . .  . . . .  d '~>:'' &''' ~" n:'.~' : ' ' ' ' :~ '~ 'H '~ ' I~ ' :  d:  H ":: '  ' r'" ' • .... ....~..,!. :,;.;~, .. ~! "-~=~.....,.~! . . . .  :: ~.~, .,. 
d l/ar, Currie Indians oppose . . . . . .  coatgt po 
"'. ~."L" ~i:'.": . . ' : t , ' , '  . st restore o : ,  ~ v d~ qb~ 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Sinclair Stevens, Progressive Con- ': ....... ' . . . .  ~'" : '  ", ' • . . . ' . . .~  ! . .~ : - .  . ,~ ... . , . , . ,  
servative finance critic, said Tuesday the ~overmnent will MOUNT CURRIE, B.C. "Time was," said Johnny_-.: HARM STOCKS Alpl~oase Stager, .wl~o was : reserve; which .has :~  
• chief of the band:~ hi~:~.dermin,e.d thbir.i Iiunti~gi have to introduce conomic policies that will restore inter- (CP)-- Mount Corrie Indian Andrews, "when you could The Indlaus aid a coastal 
death in 1946, tordth~:. i  ~g~me~.  ' i l .  - '.. i ..~...: dollarnati°nalwillC°nfidencestop, i  Ca ada before the decline in the band members told the West walk across the mouth sf the oil spill would, ham the hee~.i,o0oils~lllaff~tsflsh " - Wedont I~wwnemwe 
His comments came as the value of the dollar dropped to Coast oil ports inquiry Birkenhead .River and stocks of fish at sea and thus ,stocksinsuc~placesas'the .willget' fb~,"i.he .ssid~ ",ff, i 
Monday that an oil pert almost never touch the curtail the numbers Birkenhead ~v~ ",'weYe ' theydon't c:omeDa~tous..: a low of 89.91 cents U.S. in New York Tuesday before would further endanger ground there were so many avaitg58foo(ndian nets in 
recovering to slightly above 90 cents. The inq~lry. .~t reserve Wealroady besetby fish." Lillo0et Lake and for lines going to  be. very.hungry." contm, mm 
Canada has all the potential for a strong economy, said a long history of economic Jaliana Williams,78, Uid Lillooet 10say.. . . :~,. 
i ~Ue; / :  ThomPs~"  Stevens. All that i s  needed is  the proper direction and deprivation. "we donot want a lot of oil-- said the federi~ gov~rnme~ 
d~ut he co 
• thrown into streams. Mea0wh 
But commercial fishing The Mount Currie band is  
leadership from the federal government. The day-long hearings in and restrictions on Indian settled on 10 small scattered our lake is small and :our is ©onceru~l'~ )In " it  
"It is essential to convince the world that Canada lms fis- th is  community 1~ fishing in Lilloset Lake have reserves totalling 7,000 nets are not very big/" of extending the • qut!7 .I~.~. 
cal and economic strength," he said. ldlmetres north of Van: out into the salmon native . 
couver .were designed to people can catch for their 1,100 people. John Williams said the ln- O r ibuthe  ' Said. ~th~ Prices rise 7per cent give native people dS ent on ownuse. Rm • spawning salmon the The Birkenhead River is Rome .77, widow of dians were forced onto U~' 
chance to tell inquiry one of many which flowinto ' " ' " ' " 
commiss ioner  Andrew Lillooet Lake and.to which ':;";:, '~ .... :,... . . " . " - " .. • . :. ,.' :.,: , ' ii. ' " • :" :"  O~rAWA (CP) - -  Residents of Winnipeg and Saint John, 
N.B., were hit by the largest increases in the cost of living Thompson their views,.~....~e spa~.sa~. .o  a goat  ,~. -. ~... ;...,: :-.. 
during September as prices in those two cities, rose by west. coast oil tanker-route, ~ me close o~, mew hie evcse., ,.~ ........ :: 
seventenths of one per cent, Statistics Canada said . 
Tuesday. 
Calgary had the lowest percentage increase arnong 14 Secret~L~.,~,~.l i n  d r U g  major citiea surveyed, as rices there rosa by oaiy one- data to:be 
The national increase was sixtenths of one per cent, for a 
12-month inflation rate of 8.4 per cent. Higher gasoline and ~/ '~  
heating fuel prices led the increase. 
The 12-monthincreases in the three cities were: Winnipeg 
8.6 per cent; Saint John 8.3 per cent and Calgary 8.6 per ~ub 
cent. 
Price increases during September in the other 11 cities, 
with their 1Z-month increases in brackets, were: 
St. John's, Nfld., up twotenths of one per cent (7.3 per VANCOUVER (CP) -- PANEL RESPONSIBLE 
cent); Edmonton, up two-tenths of one per cent (9.1 per Health Minister Bob Me- Dybikowski sai.d the 
cent); Quebec City, up three-tenths of one per cent (9.2 per Clelland confirmed Monday minister assured the 
cent); Sashatocn, up three-tenths of one per cent (8.S per the provincial government associaiion that a panel, not 
cent) and Regina up three-tenths of one per cent (10.1 per will use confidential just one person, would be 
cent), medical information as part responsible for deciding 
whether someone is a heroin Ottawa, up four-tenths ofone per cent (8.5 per cent); To- of its program of com- 
ronto, up four-tenths ofone per cent (8.1per cent); Halifax, pulsers, treatment of heroin user. 
up five-tenths ofone per cent (8.5 per cent); Vancouver, up users ff the courts order it. The decision would be 
fivetenths of one per cent (6.2 per cent) and Thunder Bay, He was commenting on open to appeal in a court of 
Ont. ,up six-tenths of one per cent (8.2 per cent) . statements made by the law, Dybikowski quoted the 
British Columbia Civil minister as saying, but 
L ibert ies Association MeClellan'd said the Tel merger in six months representatives met government has not made 
• MeCle]land last week in up its mind .. whether a 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP)--T. F. Heenan, vice-president of Victoria. The association person could have a lawyer 
British Columbia Telephone Co. and Okanagan Telephone opposes compulsory  at the panel hearing and,.if 
Co., said Tuesday the lon~-planned merger of the two treatment on principle, so, whether legal aid w0ma 
companies might be made w~thin six months. B.C. Tel owns pay for the lawyer. 
McClelland said'he can 
Association president Jim 
99 per cent of the Okanagan firm's stock. - Dybikowski stud McClelland 
Heenan made the comment at hearing of the provincial refused to promise that the not give the association the 
Motor Carrier Commission i to an O.K. Tel applmation for program would not use assurances it wants because 
an average 15 per cent a month rate increase, reformation heroin users the assurances are "simply 
Heenan told the hearing that he merger, first proposed in have given to the Vancouver not available." 
1966, now is being seriously studied. 
He said at this time the financial circumstances lock suf- Resources Board or the Even doctors can be Narcot i cs  Addict ion  subpeenaed to give evidence 
on the health of their ficientiy better to warrant further studies of the problems Foundation, despite the fact 
and factors which would arise if a merger went ahead, the information was given patients, he said, and, the  
voluntarily on the un- drug information w~be 
Pr i soners  commit  suicide derstanding it was con- treated as a similar.:~[[~se, fidential. MeClelland confl~ned 
The law has recently been that doctors will not be 
BONN (Router) -- Three convicted leaders of the changed to allow such obliged to report, patients 
records to be subpoenaed, who are heroin users--a BaaderMeinhof urban terrorist groupcommitted suicide in 
separate prison cells Tuesday only hours after West Get- The assoeiati()n was condition that would "destroy the support (for. 
man commandos foiled a plot by hijackers to force the seeking assurance that theprogram) ofthe medical 
release of jailed members, justice officials said. promises of confidentiality profession," and he said 
Andreas Baader and Jan-Carl Raspe shot themselves would not be cancelled addicts treated under the 
through the head, and Gudrun Ensslin hanged herself rom retroactively, program would be able to 
awindowframeinStuttgart'stop-securityStammheimjall, "If the government goes make choices about their 
said Traugott Bender, justice minister for the state of back on these promises...we particular treatment, short 
Baden-Wuerttemberg. 
Another member of the group, Irmgard Moeller, 30, tried would be compromising the of refusing treatmenl 
to stab herself through the heart with a bread knife, officials future," said Dybikowski. altogether. 
said. She was taken to a hospital but is not listed in critical 
condition. * 
Thedeadtrio, whohadbeenheldincellsontheprison's Diamo~,d  i~, the  ~ough 
seventh floor, killed themselves after apparently learning 
of the successful raid by elite German police on a hijacked 
Lufthansa aircraft in Mogedishu, Somalia, Bender TINTON FALLS, N.J. Mrs. Makris called the 
suggested, centre after she thought her 
The three were serving life sentences imposed last April (AP) -- A garbage collector ring may have been lost in a 
for a series of bombings, hootings, bank robberies and the can be a girl's best friend, shopping bag full of Irash 
murder of four U.S. soldiers. Workers at the Monmouth that had been picked up by a 
Officials were unable to say who might have smuggled County Reclamation Centre sanitation crew. 
into prison the 7.65-mm..>ad the 9-ram. pistols which spent more than one hour Workers orted thrugh an 
Baader and Raspe used to ~ill the.resolves, last week rummaging eight-foot high pile of trash 
PASSED LAW through garbage befors they that had just been dumped 
0nly two weeks ago,parliament passed an emergency found a $5,000 diamond ring off the garbage truck before 
law decreeing that jailed German terrorists be cut off from belonging to Barbara locating the shopping bag 
all contact with the outside world and with each other. Makris of Ocean Township. with the diamond. 
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We hope that our schedule fits? :, :. ,~tS  what o~i:~ agentor: '' ~ !!'Y:":%|' ' , 
with your schedule,' ' : '.:... . . . .    .your ,e : . , , .  ..... 
That's why we offer y.ou.~". '. CP ~ for complefe ~ hed~ ,: ".. :":. ::,.::;.,.. I" ' ' ' : 
convenientselection f spirited: info~on.,.,< .' '. ".".~~ . ,:ii .-.":., ,.;. """ '; l  ' " 
flights serving the B.C. hterior,... .  .. .* ,~d catch the sP.~.t of~P.'ie I,:, /:.i.: i i  .:i. 
Then there 's  oui" f requent  'd~l.y :. . " : .people l i~e Us,":i..,;.i/' ~' ...", ....... ,  " ,i > 
serv ice f rom Vancouver.  to most. ..... ' ...,, ..:. . . . .  • . ".:. ,!',. . . . .  , . ..:: :i.;i!~:./)~)~...:! ?  : , . 
major Canadian cities. :. ~ . . .  
Not to mention our flights'to" ' / f t . ,  
Europe, the Orient, Hawaii, the South ...: 
Pacific, California nd Latin Ameri~.. 
Come, And you~l discover tl~t. i', . : .  
every single one of us from~e'.... :/.:: . . .':i:-"~" ... 
ground on up, is out to/show.:you.j~t ' ' !i"i:, .,.i~;,~ 
how goodan airline can be. 'i. i ./ :." : " '. !::;"'?"I 
Cau 
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:/  Arete Company here 
'+ for Saturday show ! 
The ,Terrace Concert newspaper excellence is brook, who he helped 'create 
!.Association is pleased to what they achieve in their Notre Dame University's 
~esent it's first concert for perform_a.nce. They offer Summer Repertory Theatre 
this se.ason. The Arete extraordinary and is 1974 andattended the 
i Mime Company, from imaginalice sols an.d group Canadian Mime Schoold. 
lClagary, Saturday, Oct. skateehes in patom~me, Seng-writing, . _ 
~22nd at 8:15 p.m. in the juggling, magic and chor.eography, juggling and 
p R.E.M. Lee Theatre. carobati-cs and ' ira- magic are amoig-his kills. 
"Arete" is a Greek work provisation.hier talent are Kevin (Gainsborough) 
~ which means the pursuit of appreciated by all ages. McKendrick call Calgary 
: excellence.. According to The Company comprises Home. He trained at b/~naff 
!Mr, Ted Wing in a recent three g'entlemen, Randy. School of Fine Arts and 
!i article in the Province (Snake) Birch from Can- Canadian Mime Schools. 
After this Kevin worked for Taylo appointed ths Shaw Festival and r preformed in all three 
shows of Canadian Mime 
Chamber secretary ~.~,, ~.w ~..o.,, • • .. program. His talents are 
jugl~ling, fencing, magic, 
• Michael Tindall, President of the Terrace and un~eyc ler id ing  and 
District Chamber of Commerce, announced recently acrobatics. 
Mr. Ted Taylor, a past president of the chamber, had Don (Emilio) Spine, a 
been appointed to the position of. permanent secretary native of Hamilton, Ontario 
manager of the Terrace Cham~r. also attended the Mime 
Mr. Taylor will be responsible for the tourism and School. He played a major 
economiedevelopment fu ctions within the chamber part inthe creation of two 
~oWs for the "New and exl)ecis to work closely with the Terrace 
municipal council and the KiUmat-SlJkine Regional Direction" program. Don is 
District i n  the development of these areas; well versea in acrobatics, 
He will also be working with the Chamber.m..em- juggling, stilt-walking and 
bership and the public at large to determine soluuons devotes many hours to 
to some c~ the problems confronting Terrace during music.. 
, the next decade of growth. - " . • . We are sure qs will be a 
His office will be located in the new, Chamber ot most enjoyable evening 
Commerce.Community InformaUon Centre~'odKe.ith restart our concert series 
. Avenue at Cromer Street after,that building's openmg and Season's Membership 
.at the end of October. Prior to that time he may be can be obatined by Calling 
+ reached at 635-2063. ~ +: + Mrs. Fleet at 635-3736. 
I ,  m m 
oetry readings coming 
Northwest Community to come and hear these published this year by Barry 
College, in co-operaUon with ~d~egSl~ e McKinnon in Prince George. 
the Canada council, will be ts who will be Bah'y McKinnon, an 
lxesenttnga series of poetry reading are: instructor in English at 
readings by B.C. poets Ken Bleford, a native of College of New Caledonia, 
northern ~fugh?ut the Northwest Alberta who has who has been living in 
. lived for the past twelve Prince George for the past 
The readings will take years on his homostead near five years," where he 
place in hazelton, Kitimat, New Hazelton. Belford is the published B.C. poets under 
Prince Rupert, and Terrace. - author of The Post-Electric the imprints of Caledonia 
There ~vill be no hdmission Cave Man. HIS newest book, Writing Series and 
dmrgu. Everyone is invited Sign Language. is beinR Repository Press. His latest 
book is Sex at 31. He is the 
Airmail schedule Harris)C°'edit°rof (withp/ulp Mill,H°hna 
collection of short stories 
changes Sunday : '~h  "~ a*~'° '~ °"  siderable cirtical attention 
in the Prince George area. 
Effective Sunday Oct. 30, the Terrace Post Office George Stanley, a native of San Francisco, Califor- 
c lo~, .o~00 j~k .w i l Lchange,  due~to the . . . .  nia, and~.aleading li ht on 
df f l~ent  plane schedule: 
Thldownlown street k l~r  bq/&s w~e_,~h~.~l, q L:, ~e~uver  ,p~.try scene 
beige 2_:OOp.m.._Custod~@s m~. . t l i l . . J l~ l~.  ~lta~ t~the ~ e  ~ :  l~;w:::: 
post office until 3:15 p.m. daily Monoay mrougn now resident in Prince 
Rupert, teaches for Nor- 
Friday. Registration will close one half hour earlier, thwest Community* College 
at 2 '45p .m.  
Fur fur~ber information contact your Postmaster at in Rupert, Terrace, .and Stewart, and is the director 
635-2241. of the current series. His 
/"N . .  - -  n most, recent book is The 
,N~n~1~t. i_~t I-¢~i~c! stic~ !Talon Books. Van- 
• '_ ' _ _ _  ~ . The.complete schedule of 
readin is as follows:. avDeased bv PO Fri., Oct. 28,8 
a .a .  v w p.m., morthwest College 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- cultural security for Centre~ OmmecaSt.! Ken 
The election of the PerU quebec, u~toro ,~a~y ~c~mnon, 
Quebecois and the passage "I believe the average ~.-,,.~,~,; o,,,,,;~.. 
of Bin1--, the Za.a.ge act, French~ndi--,,d0-- not _ ~m~.~r ,~A~ov,  ~^~ 
will pull the rug cut from want to separam. : ~,-~-:..~v~.~-'~'',~u~cl " 
- tes t  _ l~ , ,u~,  ~,-  . . . . . . . . .  , under the  separa _ The election of the P.Q.. Kingfisher St" Ken Belford. 
~:/elo~imePnlYof'.anati~.r~ Prince rupert: Sat.; Oct: 
said Monday -, c~,,,,~"~",,,h;,,~, ,MIr v, nt ; ,  22, ~8 .,P.m., mormwes~ 
' ~li*l q~+Ik '~ I r l lA IL1h l l l  w w n  & v v w  - -1  t e Dr Ronald Sutherland of ,,.^ ,,+~...~.,,,,.,, oft,.- n College Centre, 824-3rd Av . 
• ' "'© "°"  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  t" Geor e Startle Sat the univermty of Sherbrooke __.:_., ^c .,o, Oonodian Wes. g y. . 
+ told a women s club that . . . . .  ;,,,,;st sentiment said Nov. 19, 8 p.m.: uarry 
election of the Parti ~l~eerl'and . , '  McK innon.  . . . . .  ' 
quebecois has brought a ' J * '  : . . . .  Terrace: Sat., Oct.-.29,... 
feeling of greater self-con- _ 'And the r.ootcause ot_t~t TerraceLittle Thea~e,.36~5 
fldencein(~uebec. If Bill 101. development, ne com..mu~, ~mm ave.: tten ue,mru; 
succeeds, he added, it will is anti-French preju(uce m Barry McKinnon. Sat:, Nov. 
show that a Quebec English Ca~. .  ~ut . .  26, 8. p.m. ~eorge ~tanmy. 
government within Con- French-Canadisnsmrnectm 
federation can protect the upon themSelves(and tried AMERICANS COOL 
rights of French-Canadians. to h01d on ~tol.t~gs .they. A 1974 survey by..the 
-Sutherland said the created' a' static_ sec,ecy, census Bureau snowea umt 
argument for sel~ratlon is developing ' inferiorR} almost 50 per cent of 
weakened as the P.Q. complexes intheprocoss, he American households had 
provides morelinguistic and said. . • • air conditioning. 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to theele~tors of the Municipality of Terrace that I 
require the presence of the said electors at the Municil~, I Building, 3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C., on Mondoy, lbe 31st day of October, 1977, at the hour of ten o'clock in the 
forenoon, for the purpeeeof electing perSons'tore/~resont them as: ' ' ' 
• MAYOR 1978.79 term; 
ALDERMAN (three) 1978-79 term; 
SCHOOL TRUSTEE (two) 1978.79 term. 
THE MODE OF NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS: Candidates 
shall be nominateS in writing by. twoduly qualified electors of the municipality..The 
nomination paper shall be delivered to the Returning Officer at any time between the dote 
of this notice end noon of the day of nomination. The nomination paper may be in the form 
prescribed in the Municipal Act, and'shall stoth the name, residence, ahd occupation of the 
person nominated, In such a manner as to sufficiently identify such candidate. The 
nomination Doper shell be subscribed to by the candidate. 
IN THE EVENT OF A POLL BEING NECESSARY, such pollwill I~ opened at the Clarence 
MIchlel Elementary School Gymnasium, 3430 Sparks Street, Terrace, British Columbia, on 
the 19th day of November, 1977, between the hours of e:oo o'clock in the forenoon end 8:00 
o'clock in the afternoon, and Advance Polls will be hem at the Municipal Building, 3215 Eby 
Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between tbehours of 9:00o'clock in the forenoon and e:oo 
o'clock In the afternoon, on Monday, November 14th, 1977, end at Mills Memorial Hospital, 
2711 Tetrauit Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between the hours of 4:00 o'clock in the 
afternoon and S:00 o'clock in the afternoon, on Friday, November 1Mh, 1977, of which every 
person is hereby required to take notice and govern himself eccord!ngly. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND at Terrace, British Columbia, this 4th day of October, 1977. 
M.A. MacDonald 
Returning Officer 
'Published in the "Herald" October 19th, 19;7. 
Poated.:M~iclpol Hall, Courthouse nd Police Office. .. 
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- - MEMBER I 
t 
3 BIG 
DAYS 
OOT. 20-21-22 
I 
i 
JOIN TODAY and 
SAVE RIGHT AWAY 
TO ALL MEMBERS 10% INSTANT OASH REFUND 
DURING THESE 3 BIG DAYS,. IT PAYS TO BE A MEMBER. 
FOOD DEPARTMENT - 
INOLUDES MEAT-PRODUCE- 
GROOERIES AND BAKERY 
EXOEPTIONS ARE FREEZER BEEF 
AFlD TOB40CO PRODUCTS 
10% 
OFF 
10% 
DRYGOODS 
10% 
OFF 
SAVINGS 
HARDWARE 
10% 
OFF 
10°,/o 
• , , . .  
DISTHIOT OF TERRAOE : *~ 
NOTIOE OF ELEOTIO, FURNITURE 
~('IJ 
" AND '° 
APPLIANOES OFF 
EQUITY STATEMENTS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO ALL 
MEMBERS THURSDAY-F~IDAY AND SATURDAY IN THE 
CONCOURSE OF THE MAIN BUILDING. DON'T FORGET, 
WHILE SHOPPING • TO PICK UP YOUR EQUITY 
STATEMENT. 
'*L 
OAFETERIA 
ON PURCHASE OF $1.00 
OR MORE 
. .  . . ,~  
10% 
GARDEN OENTRE 
EXOEPT BULK FEED AND 
FERTILIZER 
OFF 
BUiLDiNG 
SUPPLIES 
10% 
OFF 
10% 
OFF 
GAS STATION 
AN EXTRA SPEOIAL FOR ALL 
4 QTS, OIL 10-30 AND '5  33 
1 OIL FILTER m 
ALL BULK PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 
ARE EXCLUDED 
4617 GRIEG AVE, PHONE 636-6347 
BULK PLANT 635-'/419 
/, i ¸ 
7 
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I Interpreting The News J [ Voice of the readers ] 
.., . v_ D ip lomat ic  nrogr . s" " won't obscure  Help them now 
(Kltlmat). 632.6209 When a eighteen-year old 
man can walk up to your 
house and lure your child 
into some nearly bushes, for 
who knows what resons and 
ngle situation. I hope this 
~rson can be h el-.l~, or 
taken off our streets before ,o,.,s_ fai lures of programs at home oe .e , '  MANAGING EDITOR... STU DUCKLOW fortunate as mine. 
Publlatwd every weekday at 3212 Kalum St. Terrace B.C. A By CATHY MeKERCHER human rights violations got for early resumption of Organization of African what he is going to do to Sureley is this person, is 
membor f Varified Circulation. Authorized ri second class WASHINGTON (CP) -- the new president off to a Geneva peace talks. Unity to cool the struggle them, and for that person to uncapable of heJplng 
mall. Regis#ratlon number 1201. Postage pal~ , cash, return The Carter administration, chilly start with Moscow. Carter says the guidelines between two Soviet military becaught by our local police himself his parents hould 
postage guaranteed, under attack for its Carter has since eased his alsohsuggest U.S. success in customers, Ethiopia and So- and admit to two other in- only be to Willing to do so. 
domestic policies, appears attacks, concentratins getting the Russians, "for malia, cidents and to be let out on own with no help or It's no wonaer you see so 
to bemakingheadway in the instead on the need for a the first time, to take a chihSarges, then friend, it's many parents driving their 
international field, time to clean our town of clflldren to and from school. 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT 
new nuclear arms limitation moderate position' on the The latest developments 
The Herald retains full,complete and sole copyright Inany Carter is hopeful that a agreement to replace the Middle East." in improving Sovlet-U.S. 
advertisement produced and.or any' editorial or new nuclear arms limitation one that expired this month. Although it is too early to relations probably have some sick society? L~t's not see your child's 
ptmtogrsphlc conMnt published Inthe'Herald..qeprodu¢tlon agreement with the Soviet WORK ON CONTROLS say what effect the con- eased somewyat Carter's I was lucky that he police namein the headlines of the paper. Sick L~ople should 
Is not permitted without the written permission of the Union wiil be drawn up soon, The president made the troversial guidelines will d i sappo intment  over did arrive at the scene be helped NOW. 
Publllher. r setting the stage for a achievement of such an have on resolving the domestic difficulties, beofre my child may may 
, ~_~ significant improvement in agreement, which has conflict, Carter believes His first year in office have been involved in an Concerned parent. 
relaUons between the two served as the cornerstone of they are a construct ive hassseen the crushing B prog  Cy ip superpowers. Soviet-U.S. relations in the move for the two countries defeat by Congress of a etter rams needed nical man ulation Administration officials 19708, a prime international to take. comprehensive ad- • 
say that if the current objective when he was LOOK TOAFRICA min is t ra t ion  energy ~,h^.,,~--;~htaftertbe somethingbettertahnthatte 
So Prince Phillip sees moral decay amongst he pattern of moderation elected last year. Now, he The two countries also package and the  forced ,.,~ . . . . . .  ,e ...... h 
poor masses who have otherwise never had it so between the U.S. and the says, such an accord may he have made a tenuous move resignation, amid local . . . . . . .  news, CF:.___T.K.-T.V._t 8"30 wu~.~i thinK" " it"s umair" for the 
good. Soviet Union can be in sight, toward accommodating allegatimns of financial ~ .^nut on,,o'.ne,,o,,,,t~runsmneShereU .in l~up,~---'- " 'u,,,, w~ .... ,,,©" .... w'- 
His lofty remarks to the Canadian Club in Ottawa sustained, the two even- While arms negotiations each other's interests in mismanagement, of the ~^,......-.'- v -v . . . . .  watch some of your mess- 
recently were a bit hypocritical considering it' tually may be able to continue, the two countries Africa. At black African president' budget director "~"--~m"self it's all in bad ups in your programs and if 
develop amore co-operative have taken a major co- urging, the Soviet Union ab- and close friend, Bert ,.o,o o.,~ T *1,;nt~ ;ts a rigor you can t give us any better, 
these same morally turpitudinous masses who approach on other high- operative move toward stained in the United Lance. -~'~:~ ?"J--'-n'-'~s'who ~un t we'd do better with radio 
support him and the royal family. Had Philllp the tension international situ- achieving Carter's other Nations Security Council nu-m for me v - ' 
ethics he sees so sadle lacking in the rest of us, he ations, including Rhodesia prime international objee- from blocking the start of a Carter-s other major have calhevision. Give us Mrs. Brenda Power 
might renounce his position of the grounds it is and the Middle East. live---settling the volatile new U.S.-Brilish attempt to international step, a treaty 
morally indefensible to live in splendor while The fact that both sides Middle East situation, conflictPr°duce betweena easefirewhite in andt~ Panamat° turn contrOlcanal over°f theto Let's talk about 
million starve, have been making tenuous, U.S.-soviet joint 
accommodating moves in guidelines on the Mideast, blavk Rhodesians. Panama, is encountering a 
But if anyone is to heed his remarks, it should he that direction represents a while they aroused Israeli The prospect of improved tough fight in the U.S. This as addressed tobeth made your point? I can 
the politiciaus in Ottawa who have foisted the royal major turnaround from the indignation when released Soviet-U.S. relations also Senate and the outcome of French-Canadians and readily understand that you 
presence upon us for their own political gain. The situation last winter when early this month, indicated has raised the possibility of ratification vote is diffiealt English-Canadians -- ff any wish to preserve your 
Queen's flag-waving speech on nationa! unity Carter's attacks on Soviet joint commitment to work working through the to predict, of them out there is in- language and culture, but 
recently would have sounded too much like terested. (The other- isn't the price a bit steep? 
nationalistic jingoism had the same words been Canadians may read it -- if You'll have tolearn English, 
uttered by the Prime Minister. But he didn't read , they wish to.) you know, whether you like Are you, dear French and it or not. To use a poor 
it. He merely had his office write it and let the English-Canadians in the analogy ou'll be a virtual 
Queenread it. least concerned by the fact oasis urrounded by a desert 
In his own way, then, Trudeau has provided ~0 ~HAT~ ...,M~ ~]~NPA~vG that our country may soon of Engl ish-speaking 
another arguement for anti-royalist sentiments: if ' be split asunder unless you peoples. And I honestly 
the Queen is only useful as a political pawn, let's ~T[~T ~U~TJ0N I;~ ~'~ ;v  ~'~ H0~I~ & T CA~ try to do something about it? think you're out of luck if 
get rid of her. L The separation of Quebec you expect "economie 
association", or that you'll 
But this point is almost never raised during her P~T H I :  |f l~ 'l"tJi~ could prove disasterous to all of us, and one result of be able to use the same 
visits, and there who critize maintenance oz the ~ , [  | |~L  the possibility may already currency. It has our Queen's 
royal family as an expensive and outdated ~T) f?  be upon us- -namely  the likeness on it, rcmember.To 
touchstone with the past are inevitably shushed by decline in the value of the lots of us English speaking 
magazine and newspaper writers who change Canadian dollar. Our Canadians it's fightin' 
instantly with every visit of the monarch from words if anyone tries to 
remove her. Anxious as I 
-- beleagured Prime Minister 
is doing his best to make us credible preoorters to shameless press agents see the light, but I don't am to see Quebec remain 
polishing the undersrved image of the royal circus think he's having much within confederation I think 
as some kind of majestic rallying point for the success, we've made all the con- 
troubles masses. / It seems to me that cessions to you that we 
In Canada, the British presence has long since , Terrace with its relatively should make, or will make. 
been obscured by the arrival of immigrants from ' alrge proportion of French I've no objection to my 
nearly every nation on earth.We are no longer a people, provides an ex- grandchildren learning 
people who pay homage to Britsh traditions except cellent forum for a French, even though I met 
m outposts like Victoria and Ottawa, cities too out dispassionate discussion on my first French-Canadian the pros and~ cons ~ of , fortyyears after:I hadspont 
of toueh with the rest of Canada to foster the growth separation and  " an  four years learningthe'= 
of'an identifiable Canadian culture, evaluation of the l~resent language, ancl had forgotten 
"People in the outbacks of this country don't have situation. I hope to mitiate most of i t .  I grant that 
any particular interest in the United Kingdom such a discussion by this conditions are different 
except as one region of the earth farther away from ' article. I shall start with the today -- we travel more and 
US than the ussr, Hawafi and Japan. so-cal led "Eng l i sh '  we can listen to French on 
Canadians. the radio. Nevertheless 
Events in other nations influence us far more Have you any opinions on many western Canadian do 
than decisions made in London and our mere- the matter? -- or are you as have - a valid argument 
bership in the British commonwealth is useful only ~ apathetic as most of my against learning French 
to the extent that it reminds us other member c6untrymen seem to be on instead of Spanish or 
nations are poorer than ours. We don't look to this subject? Javanese. 
London for leadership. It's just another capital for The handwriting is In all sincerity may I say 
our leaders to visit, already on the wall! I, for that we'll miss you if you 
one, hope with all my heart leave us. Unfortunately a lot 
Hosting the Queen in Canada while parliament that the French will stay of us don't realize it yet. 
reconvenes i at best a useless diversion which with us -- if only for A house divided fails. If 
provides entertainment i  Ottawa. frivolous reasons. For one Switzerland has survived 
At the worst, it's just another eminder to the thing they add a sparkle to for 700 years as a tri-lingual 
minority groups in Canada that our status-quo the otherwise ginm and drab country why can't we 
government has to stoop to cynically manip~ating- visage which we present to survive with only two 
and outdated symbol for its depleted emofionm the rest of the world. They languages tocontend with? I 
' seem to have a penchant for realize that language is not 
value in order to make our minds off the issues of classical mnsie -- at least the only problem but 
judging by the local French reasonable b ings hould be 
the day. Donna Vallieres . radio station. (Does that able to solve all the others, 
Today in history It b e  the c o u r t r o o m  indieate that hey might be moreTheyCUlturdare alsothandif-we derstandingglVen the will todoso. A l l i t t a k e s  s aonbitbothOfsides,Un- 
m a y  s a m e  ferentfromun, whichmakes and a modicum of in- 
them interesting. What a telligence. Our Prime 
Oct. 19, 1977 married Ferdinand of bore it. would have been if Ministerbas done his best o 
The United States ira-Aragon, thus unitlng Spain. b u t  t h e  resemblance ends t h e r e  they g()od Lord had made us preserve the country as it is posed an embargo n Cuba 1562--George Abbott, all the same! -- now it is up to us. 
17 years ago today--in Archbishop of Canterbury Their language is un- So, how about it, 
1960--in an attempt to and preparer of the King doubtedly difficult. It may, Canadians? What do you 
tumble the Castro regime. James version of the Bible, 
Canada was criticized by was born. Spending an entire week in the attempts to break down witnesses men who are intensely involved in of course be too difficult for want? Time is running out. 
some U.S. sources for ISlZ--Napoleon began his courtroom is an interesting ex- and the exaggerated courtesy that their work probably spend most of the rest of us to learn. (That We would like to hear from 
continuing to trade with retreat from Moscow. perience, goes along with the judicial process, their time away from home, eating should rouse them!) And all of you. ' they have charm. Do you Aimee M. Kaiser Cuba and in reply it was 1911--The Manchu Your average day in court, with It was a subtle update of Perry in restaurants and doing the town. 
argued that Canada has dynast~,'s power in China the usual quota of pot smokers and Mason. Married men, of course, can come know what "charm" is? 
always traded with all ended m revolution, drunks gets a bit tedious, not to Whatstruckmeasaiittlepeeu!.i.ar home to a clean house with supper Many of us English- P.S. If anyone suspects me 
countries regardless of 1951--The U.S. Congress mention sad. Every morning the was the dia~i!ilarity between this on the table, asking their wives that .canadians have as much of French bias because of 
political color, declared the end of war with parade of "hardened criminals," high-priced':~al manoevering and cliche question, "What have you charm as a cold potato, my name tell them that my 
1469--Isabella of Castiile Germany. most of them young, scruffy looking the grim shtille of lawbreakers who been domg with yourself all day?" From the economic English father, named me 
and thoroughly confused abou regularly aPl~ar |n Terrace court. Now, I'm not complaining. I like standpoint i could require a Ads Isabella Marguerite 
what's going down, traipse into the • working and I'm willing to put up decade or more to recover Emilie Emma after my 
. . . . . . . . . .  room, squirm impatiently in the pew ~'~"  with the additional load of looking from the loss of Quebec, and mother, two grandmothers, 
after a house and family, but I'm might send us back to an aunt and a godmother, 
seats, and wait their turn before The Meanwhi]Fe,, after a week oi having ahard time explaining to my depression days, of which and called me by tlle 
Judge, an ominous figure in a black (single male) editor why I am just you of the younger result inganagram. I'm 
robe. as tired on Monday morning as I am generation know little or exactly -half E-ngUsh and_ 
half Scottish. Moreover l 
.~trenunus court attendance, I spent 
the weekend trying to tidy up the 
It's a bit like a slaughter house, rest of my life which had been filed on Friday afternoon, nothing. I wish I were more 
with one person doling out punish- temporarily, competent tospeak on this exercise the right to 
ment in 'various degrees of severity, Saturday, morning I awoke to find criticize my countrymen. I 
with the assistance of a crew of my house rn an absolute shambles, a Odd i t i~  ir~, aS~ssCtfor you Frenchmen, was born and brought up in 
workers who have supporting parts, fact which had escaped me while I don't you think you have British Columbia. w s--, d n,h bi,,o"u.on Bili, g  these mornings is poverty-level debate, the news 
crime prosecution and in most of Dishes were pried in the sink, the al ot 
these cases there is no defending freezer door had broken and melted 
lawyer, ice cream was lying in a puddle _on CLAWSON, Mich. (AP) -- Ber- Despite numerous at- and Marc Lalunde to con- 
Last week, though, the audience in the bottom, walking through the nard McGartland was iugt frying to tempts by the politicians to vert Canada from an 
the courtroom got a special treat of kitchen was like strolling along the park his car, but when he opened the suppress it, the book English-speaking country to 
justice at its trickiest, beach and myplants were in the door and stepped out~ he found "Bilingual ,Today, French a French-speaking country. 
This was good stuff, real drama, final stages of dehydration, himself in the middle of his neigh- Tomorrow is rapidly This project is already over 
with imported southern law~,ers I figured it was time to clean up bet's living room. becoming one of Canada's half way to completion. 
battling zt out like opponents m a the place. Police said McGartland was all-time unadvertised best "Bilingual Today, F~enc.h 
chess game, complete with vicious It took two days before my three trying to park at his home in this sellers. Tomorrow" is "must" 
The case was Big Business versus rooms looked llke my own version of Detroit suburb when his right foot The author of this book, reading for every English- 
The Environment. Thelawyers were ~raciousliving and I sank exhausted jammed between the brake and Lieutenant Commander J. speaking person who in- 
, both young, polished and slick in mto a chair on Sunday evening, accelerator pedals. V. Andrew, Canadian At- tends te.remain i  Canada. 
~,,,, ...... ,,,.,,~ .... fl./~ their three-piece uniforms. Th In think there are very few men The ear shot out of has driveway, med Forces (Retired), has We disregard this book at 
witnesses were all well-dressed, who can appreciate what gu~sinto veered across the street and completely and our peril. 
poised to various degrees and ex- the normalcourso of maintaining a smashed through the picture win- courageously exposed the Very truly yours, 
'~fou the guy called a plumber?" perts in one sense or another by household, especially when there dow of a house owned by Dr,. and devilish plan of Pierre Malcolm Pa'tterson 
virtue of their professions, are little people living there. Single Mrs. Paul Irey. Trudeau, Gerard Peiletier Yarmouth county. 
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• NEW YORK (AP) -- 
P~gle Jackson smashed 
three home runs, tying a 
World Series record set by 
Babe Ruth 51 years ago, and 
Dowered New York Yankees 
[o baseball's World Series 
championship Tuesday 
night with an 8-4 victory 
over Los Angeles Dodgers. 
Jackson, who played a 
major role in the season- 
long soap opera of the 
Yankees,-brought the story 
to a fairy tale conclusion 
with a two-run homer in the 
S lugger  boosts  Yank, s to series win  
Suddenly Jackson's bat World Series record books, blast well back into the 
The homers were the 
third, fourth and fifth of the 
World Series for Jackson-- 
the Yankees leading hitter 
with a .450 average--as the 
Yankees won the series 4-2. 
Jackson's five home runs 
fourth, a two-run homer in 
the fifth and a solo shot into 
the centre-field bleachers in
the eighth. Each homer 
came on [he first pitch. 
It was the first time in 
World Series history anyone 
had hit three consecutive were the most ever b~ one 
home runs. player in a World Series. 
Chris Chambliss also The first homer erased a 
~deTa two-run homer and 3-2 Dodgers lead and the 
orrez rode the long- second put the Yanks on top 
ball attack to an easy, nine- 7-3. The first two were 
hit victory as the Yankees virtuallF identical, low line 
nailed down their 21st World drives rote the lower right 
Series title and their first in field stands, but the third 
15 years, was a towering drive that 
'There's a God 
out there 
someplace" 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  on. "It's dead. The Bible 
"Nothing can top this!" says that theweakman is he 
Reg~e Jaclmon, who cannot stand adversity. 
somewhat subdued for a "There's a God out there 
man who l~.d just ham- someplace, l had tremea- 
mered three name runs in doua odds against me and 
Tuesday night's final g a~ne He helped me. This shows 
of the World Series, stood in that everybody can get up 
the cbam~gne~Irenched nomatter how far down you 
clubhouse of New York are." 
bounced into an unoccupied 
area of the bleachers and 
had the capacity crowd of 
50,407 roaring its approval. 
Jackson came out of the 
dugout and doffed his cap to 
~t  off yet another oundel 
cheering by the nearly- 
hysterical crowd. 
They were the kind of 
sudden, dramatic b lows  
yankees owner George 
Steinbrenner had in mind 
l~t  November when he 
signed Jackson 
million, making ~ $2.9 the 
'Lived by the long 
ball and died by it' 
NEW YORK (AP) -- "We 
lived by the long bail all sea- 
son--and we died by it in the 
World Series," said 
Steve Garvey was among 
the most impressed of the 
I)edgers.~ NOTHING LIKE 
IT 
most exl~nsive commodity 
in baseball's first free agef)t 
auction. 
Jackson had the kind of 
electricity Steinbrenner 
thought fitting for New 
York--a star quality the 
owner wanted for his club 
after it had been swept out 
of the World Series in four 
consecutive games by 
Cincinnati Reds last Oc- 
tober. 
But Jackson hardly fit 
comfortably into the pin- 
stripe picture of the 
Yankees. He feuded with 
came alive. Held without an 
extrabase hit through the 
playoffs, Jackson ripped a 
homer in the fourth game, 
won by New York, and 
another in the fifth game, 
won by the Dodgers. 
Before the sixth game, the 
Yankees announced that 
Martin would be retained as 
manager, ending 
speculation that the con- 
tinuing war with Jackson 
might cost the manager his 
job. 
And when the sixth game 
manager Billy Martin, began , Jackson took control. 
catcher Thurman Munson, After the Dodgers had 
scored two unearned runs in and others. 
The controversy never the first inning, Jackson 
seemed to quit. With opened the Yankees second 
Jackson battling a dreadful by walking on four pitches. 
slump during the playoffs, Chambliss.followed with his 
Martin benched him during home run into the right-field 
the fifth and final game of bleachers, tyin~ the score. 
the. American League But Regg~e Smith 
series. But he came in as a restored the Los Angeles 
pinch hitter and drove in a lead with a third-inning 
~,italrun with a single late in homer. It was his third of 
the game. the Series and the ninth for 
In the Series, Jackson and 
His first homer followed a 
leadoff single by Muason in 
the fourth inning. The hit 
extended Munson's World 
Series hitting streak to 10 
consecutive games-all four 
last year against Cincinnati 
Reds and six this October. 
In the fifth, Jackson con- 
nected again, tam the 
first pitch with twgout-~er 
Mickey Rivers had 
with a single and was fm~d 
on an attempted sacrifice. 
Still, Jackson wasn't 
through. In the eighth 
leading off, he hit a tm dab 
centre-field bleachers, far 
beyond the 417.foot sign, an 
area of the Stadium rarely 
reached. 
Stirred by Jackson's 
heroics and the Yankee 
victory, fans poured onto 
field as Torrez got pinch 
hitter Lee Lacy on a POP to 
the mound for the final out. 
Jackson barrelled through 
the crowd, knocking over 
several fans en route to the 
dugout. Fans grabbed Willie 
Randolph's hat and bumped 
other Yankees players as 
~Oeelice moved in to try and 
p order. 
NORTHWEST REGIONAL 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
HYDRAULICS COURSE 
Nocttw~ Community College Is offering a o~e ~ fraiNng program in 
rrO01le and industrial HIKlraullcs csvering the MIo~dng:  
. Review of fluid ~ a l s ;  
. Hydraulics csrrommt and flwir al~pllcatlm; manager Tom Lasorda of "I have never seen 
Los Angeles Dodgers. anything like that in a 
Laserda and his players championship game 
had just witnessed the. situation," [he Dodgers first 
greatest power display by a baseman said of ~lackson's 
hitter in a World Series, stunning performance... 
watching Reggie Jackson "He beat us sing|neon- 
crack three home runs dedly. And actually. that's 
Tuesday night to lead New exactly what he dia.. m 
York Yankees to an 8-4 lmock~i in five runs ano we 
Martin went at it again after 
the second game when t~ 
right fielder questioned t 
manager's selection of 
Catfish Hunter as his 
second-game starter. The 
two men held a peace mz~ 
before the'third game in Los 
Angeles and reached atruce 
in their private war. 
the Dodgers, tying the Na- 
tional League record set by 
the Brooklyn Dodgers in 
1955 and tied by Milwaukee 
in 1957. 
JACKSON TAKES OVER 
That made it 3-2 Dodgers, 
but Jackson took over at 
• Hydraulic drcuits (inclucii~g Blueprint Reading]; 
• Trotlble Shooting using testers and blu~rlnts; 
• Basic design criteria; , 
• Students are asked to bring It~Ir H~aul lc  Woblems to das~ 
• Aday programwlll begln on 24 ~ at 8:00 a,m. to 12:00 Noon ~, l Jn  eao't 
rn~ning until 28 October in Room 1~ at lhe College, 
An evenlng ixogram will begin 31 October at ~:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. and run 
ead~ ev~ing until 4 Novmlber in Room 1~ at the £,ollege., 
Registrstl~n is Thirty Dollers plus exh'8 for te~ts. The Instruchx" wlll be J. G. 
Yankees--the centre of Paraphrasing the words victory and the 1977 World only scored four. that point, with an awesome (~z) oue,o~n, P.~,~. ~- further wr~z~Jon =,~ vr~ .~o~ m 
attention, just as he always of Los Angeles manager Series title, powershow that rewrote the c~eoe (~, ) .  
said he would he. Tom Lasorda, someone "It was a hell of a series "I sure wish that I'd had a 
"This showed what kind of " asked Jackson if there was a und it was a hell of a game," chance to talk to him at first 
men we have, what kind of great Yankee in the sky? said Lasorda. "But ap- base. But he didn't stay ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O  
human beings we are," said The slugging right fielder parentlyourpitchersdidn~t there long enough for I I  TERRAOE 0ORL IN6 A T T [ N T I O M  ~[ Jackson between gulps of frowned, throw the ball in the right conversation." . 
champa e. ,,irea~nydon,twanttotalk "No. Don't make fun. I try spot. They were supposed to Jackson wasn't the only ~ mA'~AAaRmq'BAU " "  
to be a good Christian but keep it low and they didn't." one who beat the Dodgers, of MALE 0URLERS about everything that's hap- I'm not perfect. I sin all the Jackson, a one-sun course. Mike Torrez had 
pened this year," he went time." " ' wrecking crew for the something to do with it. The 
Yankees with arecord five 'gad ~ t h g i r a Dodge ge! th home runs in this Series, scattered nine hits and A.y m le o.rlen who wish i 
r s  rears was the talk of the Dod~ers worked out of a sticky ninth- 
clubhouse after the mxth inning situation, when the 
The proper authorities game. National League champions to o.ud but have not yet 
have been notified and "That was the ,g.reatest soored their last run. [~*g H 
everything possible is being done,"said a spokesman for performance that I ve ever "Torrez had his sinker istered oontaot,,, 
the commissioner's office, seea in a World Series," said working very weil/"sald 
One visible sign of stepped_ Lasorda. Garvey. "But the thing was, ks 
up security was a unilormed Lasorda was just as proud we never quit. We had 0 Brian JaG on o 
security °ffieer in the °f his team's eff°rts m the  °J?le [hinking in the ninth g or 635-3981 g inning. We continued to give 
Dodger dugout prior to the last inning.. 100 per cent even though we 
"I'm proud of the way my ~vere losing by five runs in the..n, .'i 
gave up. But we lost to a typica l  of this  Dodger 6ord De sse  : 
heck era team." am"  
NEW YORK (AP) -- First 
baseman Sieve Garvey and 
second baseman Dave 
Lopes of Los Angeles 
Dodgers received death 
threats by telephone .whil" e
in their New Jersey notez 
rooms Monday night. 
A i  Campanis, a Dodger game. 
vicepreside_nt, notified, the . G.a.rvey. and Lope s..were 
offices of commmstoner Dotn m tile starting lineup 
Bowie Kuhn,andNew York. Tuesday.~ght.,fOrldth~eSr~ets h. 
Vank ,~o~theithroate : , game ot me wor . 
. Tuesday hockey 
Goaltenders tie game 
period after Dave Hut- 
chinson was given a double 
minor penalty at 7-50. While 
Hutchiimon was off and the 
Islanders were enjoying a 
four-minute power play, 
Vahcon thwarted Clark 
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) 
-- Etandout goaltending by 
Rogie Vachon of Los 
Angeles and New York's 
Glenn Reach produced a 
scoreless tie Tuesday night 
between the Kings and the 
Islanders in a National 
Hockey League game. 
The "diminutive, acrobatic 
Vachon was spectacular in 
the Kings goal, stopp'.mg 41 
Islanders hots, incmding 
in the second period and 
several under extreme 
pressure in the final period 
when Los Angeles was short 
one man for four straight 
minutes. The shutout was 
Vacbon's econd of the sea- 
son in three games for the 
unbeaten Kings, 2-0-1, aria 
the 43rd of his NHL career. 
Reach, registering his 
first shutout of the season 
for the 1-2-1 Islanders and 
the 15th of his career, turned 
aside 28 shots. 
Vschon did his most out- 
standing work in the third 
Gillies on a three-foot drive' 
from the right side and fell 
flat on his back, making a 
save with his skates in 
stopping a shot by J. P. Pa- 
rian. 
Nordiques break 
tie to win 
. and New 
gland started hot, scoring 
two goals each in the first 
period, but quickly cooled 
Tuesday night and the 
World Hockey Association 
contest game ended in a 2-2 
lie. • . 
Rag Thomas scored first 
for [he Racers with 2:19 
gone in the first period, the 
power-play goal was his 
first of the season. 
But the Whalers came 
back at 7:50 in the period 
QUEBEC (CP) -- Real from Marc Tardif behind 
Cloutier's goal at 2:08 of the Cincinnati netminder Ernie 
third peri~l broke a 1-1 tie Wakely for the winning goal. 
and Quebec Nordiques went Serge Bernier, Normand 
on .to defeat Cmeinnati DubeandTardifaddedlator 
Stingers 5-1 in a World goals against Wakely, who 
Hockey Association "game replaced starter Mike Luit 
Tuesd.a), night, in the Stingers net at the 
Robbze Ftorek gave the start of the third period. 
the Stingers a 1-0 lead in the The victory before 7,449 
first period and Bob Fit- fans gave the Nm~lkluma 2- 
chner tied it for Quebec in 2 wonlust recm'd k four 
the second before Cloutier points, while the 8m~pa, s 
deflected agoalmouth pass fell to 1-3. 
Fitchner notched the Hot ga d eq.ualizer at 8:43 of the me ends tie middle frame to set.upthe 
winner by Cloutier, his 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - -  when John McKensie scored second goal of the young season. Bemier added his 
his first goal of the season second goal of the campaign 
and tied the game 1-1. at 5:19 of the final perioo, 
Then at 8:18, Claude St. while Dube's goal was his 
Sauveur scored his second first and Tardif s his third. 
goal of the season for In- 
dianapolis but Rick Lay 
scored his first goal for New 
England and the last goal of 
the game less than a minute minor penalties at 17:41 of 
later, the third period before 
Neither team dominated gettin~ involved in a scuffle 
play during the last two on thew return to theice and 
p er|.ods o r  the 10-minute 
overuse. 
NAMATH MOVES DOWN 
LONG BEACH, Calif. 
(AP) -- Pat Haden has 
shoved Joe Namath out of 
the starting quarterback job 
with Los Angeles Rams 
although the deposed 
veteran NFL star will be 
available for backup duties 
next Monday night against 
Minnesota Vikings. Coach 
Chuck Knox said Tuesday 
that Haden's howing in the 
14-7 v ic tory  over New 
It was generally a tame 
game, altl~ough Ftorek and 
Quebec's Steve Sutherland 
were sent off with coincident 
drawing fighting majors 
with just 12 seconds to play. 
Spor ts  news  
in  br ie f  
Orleans Saints keeps him in 
the starting role. 
ANNOUNCE CUP SHOW 
OTTAWA, (CP) -- The 
prngame and halftime 
shows at the Grey Cup in 
Montreal Nov. 27 will be a 
salute to fitness, recreation 
and amateur sport, Spo.rt 
Minister Iona Campagnolo 
announced Tuesday. The 
Canadian Football League 
and the fitness and amateur 
~ort branch of the health 
partment will sponsor the 
show, which will involve 
2,000 men, women and 
children. 
TICKET SALES CLIMB 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
About $2 million worth of 
Commonwealth Games 
tickets will have been sold 
t ~ We have the selection. " ~  
E A million dollar stock of all 
makes and models, built Ford 
w,  tough. And they're all specially 
priced for this event. No down payment. 
Bank financing (on approved credit). 
Call collect for a free. credit check. 
Pick-ups 4x4's Vans Supercabs Camper Specials 
Also available a large number of used trucks, campers and motor homes. 
Giant savings at a fraction of the replacement costs. 
COME DOWN ON US 
On purchase, we pay your way. Save your gas or bus, train 
or plane receipts and we pick up the round-trip tab. 
Check our stock of used trucks and vans. 
Bring this ad with you for special consideration. 
I1 1~)~ R7~.RIR2 
Dearer 
~01302A 
L" 
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Nominations for Schenley 
football awards named 
running back and speedster 
Jim Washington of Win- 
nipeg Blue Bombers, are 
joined by Larry Highbaugh 
of Edmonton Eskimos in the 
outstanding player voting. 
Western selections for top 
Canadian player ~ are 
dominated by wide 
receivers. 
Saskatchewan's Steve 
Mazurak, a product of 
Regina Rams, is in his fifth 
year with the Riders. 
Winnipeg's Gord Patterson 
is in his fourth year as a 
wide receiver. The third 
wide receiver is Tom 
Forzani of Calgary. 
The selectors picked A1 
Burleson from Calgary, 
w s' n a we h 
Roger Goree and Brian 
Herosian from Winnipeg 
round out the defensive- 
player category. 
In the East, Toronto's Ray 
Nettles, winner of the 
defensiveplayer category in 
1973 while with the Lions, 
was nominated from the 
Argos. Nettles is also 
nominated as outstanding 
player. However, he will 
face tough competition from 
twicenominated Weir from 
Montreal, along with Jim 
Piaskeski of Ottawa and 
L/N/  
HARDWARE STORES 
GORDON 
E 
and 
ANBERSON 
• bring you 
TIlE 
T.V. 6UID 
ALL LISTINGS SUDJEOT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTIOI 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Firstballot nominations for 
the the top Canadian 
Football League players in 
five separate categories 
were announced Monday. 
The nominations, which 
mark the 25th anniversary 
of the Canadian Schenley 
Football awards program, 
were made by 96 sport- 
swriters and broadcasters 
in the nine cities supporting 
CFL teams. 
The categories are: out- 
standing pla~er; out- 
standing Canadmn player; 
outstanding offensive line 
man ; out standing defensive 
player; .,nd outstanding 
rookie of the year. 
In the Eastern Football 
Conference last year's 
runner-up to winner Ron 
Lancaster of the Western 
F o o t b a 11 Conference 
Saskatchewan Roughriders, 
Jimmy Edwards, is 
Ham i l ton  Tige r-C 
selection this year as out- 
standing player. 
Tight end Ton~ Gabriel of 
the Rough Riders, last 
~a e a r '  s outstanding 
nadian, is the Ottawa 
club's nominee as out- 
standingplayer, while Glen 
Weir, the Alouettes tough 
defensive tackle is the 
Montreal nominee. Middle 
linebacker Ray Nettles of 
the Argonauts is Toronto's 
selection. 
Two quarterbacks, two 
running backs and a 
defensive back are the 
out  s tand ing  player 
nominees from WFC teams. 
KEPT LIONS ON TOP 
Jerry Tagge, whose play 
has kept British Columbia 
Lions atop the WFC stan- 
dings, joins fellow quar- 
terback Lancaster of the 
Roughriders. Willie Burden, 
the Calgary S.tampeder 
Edmonton's bruising 
defensive tackle Dave 
Fennell and field goal 
specialist Lui Passaglia 
round out the Canadian 
category in the West. 
In the offensive lineman- 
ofthe-year category, lasl 
year's winner, Dan Yochum 
of Montreal, is again the 
choice of the Alouettes. He 
faces a strong challenge 
from Mike Wilson, a giant 
tackle for the Argos, of- 
fensive guard Larry' Butler 
of the Ticats and centre 
Donn Smith of Ottawa. 
In the West, the Lions' AI 
Wi Is o n --runner-up to 
Yochum last year--is the 
B.C. choice again. He is 
joined by centre Bob Swift of 
the Bombers, veteran guard 
Ralph Galloway of Sas- 
katc  be wa n, Calgary's 
Harold Holton, also a guard, 
and tackle Charlie Turner of 
the Eskimos. 
FIVE BACKS PICKED 
Defensive backs took all 
the nominations for 
defensive player of the year 
in the West. 
Middle linebacker Dan 
Kepley is the Edmonton 
nominee, while Grady 
Cavness is the Lions' pick. 
Mike Samples of the Ticats. 
Winnipeg's quick 
defensive end Lyall Woz- 
nesensky joins the Lions' 
Leon Bright, Calgary's 
offensive guard Willie 
Thomas and Edmonton's 
running back Jim Germany 
in search of rookie honors. 
Saskatchewan has wide 
receiver and kick-off return 
specialist Joey Walters also 
representing the WFC. 
PICK EFC ROOKIES 
The EFC representatives 
in the running for the rookie 
title are: Paul Bennett of the 
Argos; fullback Mike M urpy 
of Ottawa; linebaczer #onn 
Martini from Hamilton; and 
fullback John O'Leary of the 
Alouettes. 
In the first round of 
balloting, five players from 
each team are picked. The 
results of second-round 
voting, to be  announced 
Nov. 1, will reduce the 
number of nominees to five 
from the East and five from 
the West. 
The awards are worth 
$13,$00. The outstandinp 
player will receive aCanada 
Savings Bond worth $3,000 
while the runner-up will 
receive $1,000. 
TV rights parcelled out 
to amateur sports 
LAUSANNE, Switzerland 
(AP) - -  Olympic officials 
have taken a first step in 
parcelling out to amateur 
sports interests millions of 
dollars from television 
rights. 
A new commission set up 
by Lord Killanin, president 
of the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC), 
recommended a world 
sports aid program in three 
parts: 
--Direct grants of $5,000 a
movement," Killanin said in 
an interview. "We will have 
a lot of money to spend, and 
we want o make sure that it 
is spent in the best possible 
way, so we will not rush into 
any decisions." 
The IOC solidarity 
commission, with more than 
20 members, met in 
Lausanne Monday but 
reached no conclusions. 
Killanin then set up an inner 
commission with one 
representative from each 
continent, plus Carroni and 
Italy's Giulio Oenesti, the 
up its list of priorities. 
"The ~)roposals will be 
submitted to the full 
solidarity cominission is 
Mexico City next March, 
and then to the annual 
session of the IOC in Athens 
in May," 0enesti said. 
The IOC takes a little 
more than one third of the 
television revenue from the 
Games and the rest goes to 
the host city. Of the IOC's 
share, one third is spent on 
its own administration, one 
third is divided among the 26 
international federations 
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year to each of the 136 
Olympic committees; 
--Subsidies to cover 50 per 
cent of the living costs of 
each team in an Olympic 
Village at the Summer and 
Winter Games; 
--Establishment of 
regional funds to help 
Olympic sports in each of 
the five continents. 
Marcello G~rroni of Italy, 
who directs the program, 
said nearly $I million will be 
spent on the projects this 
year. 
The program, has $7 
million m hand, which is 
likely to grow to $15 million 
or more after the 1980 
Games in Moscow and Lake 
Placid, N.Y., Garroui said. 
IOC leaders believe the 
program will give the 
Olympic movement a new 
image. In addition to a super 
sports festival once every 
four years, there will be a 
constant flow of money to 
foster sport, they reason. 
GIVE NEW MEANING 
"The revenues from 
television can give a new 
meaning to the Olympic 
Listed 
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• We are here to help you • 
A No job too big or too small , FF_ATURING THIS IT~EK 
I So won't you please give us a calll 
For al l  your typing requirements f~ '~ 
~ We have our  own modern  
equipment ~ , 
TtDE 
New Business's  
Not listed in our 
B.C. Tel Direotoq. 
E. MARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD. . 638.1761 
MARR'S BOOKKEEPING & 
ACCOUNTING - 638-1761 / 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 638.8484 
V ILLAGE MEATS - 638-1765 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES - 635.4223 
ALL.WEST GLASS.  638.1166 
Free for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers 
Please Call 635-6357 
Starts 
The Word 
Shop 
Two Cents 
Worth 
Anyone for 
Tennyson 
Equal 
Justice 
S lb. box 
$2.79 
. . . . .  v v v v v v . . . .  
GORDON & ANDERSON 
.... ___LTD.  . 
Noun: Tues. to Sat. 9 a.m: to 5:N p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p,m. 
rF LOOKING ORAJOB'  
LOOKING . 
o 
FOR HELP? 
THE Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357-Terrace 
Subscrlptlan rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
tA0.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
I;51.00. 
Authorlzod as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hears prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for flret 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
daselfled ads. 
I. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge Ito. 
1820, Terrace, B.C, Meeting 
hold every 2nd and 4th Thur. 
sdey every month et 6 p.m. 
Phone 63S.6641. (ctf) 
INCH ES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeana Health Unit. For 
more Informetlen phone 635- 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kormodo Four Wheelers 
M4MInga 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meet, Ing 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
Meeting . Terrace B.P.O.E; 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple} - 
Second end Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox Unlted Church Hall, 4907 
Lazalle Avenue. 
~The Catholic Womans League. 
wlli hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzaar on Sat. Oct. 29th et 
)he Verlt~s A, iHftorlum.t 
CTF 
Sken.n4~ iglstr lct Girl Guides 
v~out~llke to announce the~ 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 who are Interested please cell 
635.3061 or 638-1269 (ctf) 
The I.O.F. regular meatlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
A Ton end Bazaar will be hold In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
3. B i r ths  
Mr. and Mrs. Schaffner are 
pleased to announce the arrival 
of their baby boy Jeremy 
lalend, weighing In at 7 lb. 8 oz. 
on October 14 at 7:48 a.m. 
Mother and child doing fine. 
Thank you to the Mi l ls  
Memorial hospital staft and Dr. 
Koblorskl. (p-11) 
10. Funera l  Notice 
Memorial Service to be held for 
Jack Strathern In Hezelfon at 
the United Church Saturday, 
October 29 at 1:30. (c1-10) 
14. Business Personal  
I 
MOVING ??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
• ONE.WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUT WESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
!12-800-663-3478 
BUDGET RENT A TRUCK 
- -~ "1 I .  
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgoretlve Contracting and 
household repairs+ Phone t35. 
:st/6 or 4k38-1331. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
aa ,  A EleCtrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone l~-StlTd 
or 638-1231. (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Jobless. Phone 63S.~dS. 3238 
Katum. (ctf) 
Webb Refripration 
4623 SOUCIE 635.2188 
O 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repalrsto Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
(eft) 
• = i; .......... ".. 
Reflexology by Pearl. Call 635- 
3854. (~. "; "" F-7,14,21,28) 
'Storage space available for 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc. - 
Limited space left. "call 63S.¢128 
for quotes. (df-m and th) 
TAXI DRi'VERS 
Full time, I~art time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permil 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Tax i .  635.2242 (ctf) 
Order of the Royai  Purple. ,19. Help Wanted 
Novelty bake sale Saturday Experienced married herd. 
Nov. 19 10 e.m. to 2 p.m. Elks sman for eight head Holstein 
hall oorner of Sparks ond Park. Herd In B.C. Interior. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. References essential. Write 
(clf.Nov.19) Eagle River Farm, R.R. 1 
Slcemous, B.C. V0E 2V0 
Rebokah Lodge Tea end 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2-4 p.m. International company requires 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
,Old Age Ponsloners Tea and a pert.time distributor to In. 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, !:304:30 traduce their products around 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. the Terrace area. The sac. 
Raffledraw4:0Op.m.(ctfNov.) ceesfut applicant must have 
, sales ability and management 
Terrace Chess Club Is looking potential., Initally as al 
for new players. Everybody, distributor,you wi l l  war) 
Including beginners, are soveral ho~rs per week at above 
welcome to attend, average earnings, but. even- 
Games and Instruction are fuallyyou will want to develop 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. this Into a ful l . t ime oc. 
st the Terrace Swimming Pool cupatlon,wlth remuneration far 
Board Room. For Information In excess of your present goals. 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (cff) We have over 30 products, 
ranging from preventive 
Mil ls  Memorial Hospital maintenance oil & additlvles for 
Auxiliary will he having their heavy and light machinery and 
Annual Fall Bazzar on OCt. 22 In motors to Industrial and home 
theTerrace Arena Banquet use cleaning and wax ing  
Room from 2.4p.m. Lots of products" to farm and so i l  
Items will be on Sole such as conditioners to tools etc. 
Baking, Christmas table This Is the opportunity bf a 
novelties, Knitting, Candy, Ilteflmea small Investment Is 
Produce and plants, Book & required. Write now to Box 
White Elephant Sale. A raffle 1240, Prince George. Giving a 
will be drawn at 4 p.m. Tickets Resume and Includ!ng your 
will be sold at the Bezzar. home address and phone no. 
Comeandsuppertyour Huspltal Our field manager will contact 
Auzlllry. you as soon as possible. 
"SymPosium on Coping with 
Cancer". Presented by Kltlmat 
Unit, Canadian Society. At: 
The Museum, City Center on: 
OCt. 26, 1977 (Wednesday) at 7 
p.m.. Free. All welcomed. 
St. Methew's Ahgllcen Church 
Christmas Bazzar. Sat. Nov. 26. 
at 2 p,m. 
Open House Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary. 
parehts meeting Wednesday 
October 19 - 7:30 p.m. in the 
Lecture Theatre at Cal~onla 
Sr. Sec. 
Purpose of meeting: To 
explain to parents the course 
requirements for Senior 
, Secondary gradutlen, the 
semester system and early 
gradation and to recleve 
suggestions from parents for 
topics of d!scusslon at any 
future open house meetings. 
Rim Forest Products requires: 
head saw flier, applicants 
should be cortlfled filer with 
supervisory experience. This Is 
a salaried I~Sltlan. Circular 
saw filer, experienced saw filer 
requi red-preferab ly  wlt l  
certification. Pay Is union 
scale. Apply In writing to.The 
Manngsr, Rim Forest ProdUcts, 
20 Powell Road, R'.R. 1 South 
Hazelfon, B.C. VOJ 1YO. Phone 
842.5266 
Royal Bank requires ex. 
perlenced machine operator. 
Please apply In person to Mol 
Stokes at 4640 Lakelse, Terrace. 
[c5-15) 
Help Wanted: Dairy Queen 
requires help for day shift and 
night shift. ~'A~ply at 4532 
lakelso Ave. ~c3.14) 
19. Help Wanted  47. Homes for Rent ,. 55. Proper ty  for  Sale 
SMITHERS COMMUNITY For Rent; ! 5.2 acres of land In Woodland 
LAW Available Nov. 1. 2 bedroom Park Subdlvldlon $14000.00 or 
CENTRE duplex. No pets please. Apply- Best Offer. Owner anxious to 
requires B1.1885 Queensway. .  (C- sell . Phone 639-1639 (C. 
EXPERIENCED 9,10,11,12) 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18, 
SECRETARY 19,20) 
DUTI ES: 
- Day to day coordination of 
office 
Correspondence 
- Arranging Interviews and 
dealing with public 
EXPERIENCE: 
.Minimum Grade 12, 3-S years 
secretar ia l  exper ience ,  
preferrably in a related field 
. Shorthand an asset 
. Accurate typing 
• Abi l i ty to work without 
supervision 
SALARY: 
. $900.00 per month with review 
at April 1st, . 1978 
Send resume to Box. 2904, 
Smlthers, B.C. 847.4448 before 
November 4, 1977. 
(c3-14, c3.19) 
29. Mus ica l  Ins t ruments  
Repossessed Yamaha Organ. 
$1645 or best offer. Phone 635. 
7207. (c4.14) 
33. For Sale - Misc.  
New hay for sale: R. Perry, 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad- 
dress: Box 99, Kltwanga. 
Phone 112.849-5404 (p- 
22,5,10,20,5,10,15,20) 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 1Oc, 
35C, 50C MIn. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c.4-20) 
SWAN VENTURES LTD. offers 
fuboloussavlngs for Chrlstmasl 
Mlnln.Vac.Strudy one han¢ 
operation for car or clothes only 
$4.75. Automatic phone Idex- 
push button etyle,only $3.75. 
Genuine cultured pearl 
earrings, t i f fany setting. 
Plereced ~tyle, 14 K. Gold Post, 
only $1~J.50. Send cheque or 
money order plus B.C. sales tax 
to:SwN Ventures Ltd., Box 
33777, Station 'D', VAN- 
COUVER, B.C. VBJ 4L6. 
For Sale: 
Brother Electric typewriter- 
portable very good condition. 
Phone 638-1639. (C. 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16, 
17,10,19,20( 
For Sale: Concrete double 
laundry tubs. C-W stands $30. 
large tricycle $15. 4 gal. 
aquanon basement water- 
proofing $10. Phone 635-3745. 
(I)3.13) 
For Sale: Royal Manual 
typewriter In good condition. 
Phone 635.6380. (c3-13) 
For Sale: G78.14" belted snow 
fires lust like brand new. Prlce 
$75. for set. Phone 638.1786. (c3. 
14) 
For Sale: Concrete forms fur 
sale or rent. 8x10" wooden 
beams, assorted lengths. Phone 
635-3745. (p10.20) 
Do you have horses? Milk 
Cows? +We have excellent 
alphalfa in the barn at $1 bale. ' 
Phone 846.5691 or 846.5598. (c2- 
14, C2-19, C2:4) 
36. For Hire 
Piano Tuning by appointment 
only, reasonable rates. Phone 
635.4080 (C.9,11,14,16,19,) 
37. Pets 
For Sale: One three year old 
gelding quarter horse Arabian 
cross. Very gentle reasonable 
price. Write Box 301, Kltwanga 
or phone 849.5320. (p1.12) 
41. Mach inery  for Sale 
For Sale: TD15C.1973 In- 
ternational Crawler, Blade, 
Winch and RaPS Canopy 
$40,000. Phone 633-2312. (p. 
18,11,12,13,14) 
For Rent: Large 3 bedroom 
unfurnished farm house at 4820 
Lazelle. To view phone 635-2577 
Skeena Estates. (c12.14) 
l 
For Rent: Two bedroom fur- 
nlshed duplex at 3936 Mountain 
View Ave. Phone 635:2577 
Skeena Estates. (c12-14) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One, 
two and three bedroom part. 
meats. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools an© 
downtown.  Clean, quiet 
spacious, security Iock'u.o and 
~trol. . .  , 
635.5224 
[ctf) 
I 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1Vs baths, V= 
block from schools. 3 mln. walk 
from town. Suitable f~r 
families. $2S0 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3530 Kalum. (cff) 
I :  ILLSIDE LODGE 
44.50 Little Avenue 
Sleeping i~ooms, housekeeping 
unite, centrally located. Full) 
furnished. Reasonable rates b) 
y or week. Non.drinker., 
ly. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
3 bedroom Upstairs Suite for 
Rent. Good location. Close to 
school. Available Nov. 1. 
Phone 635.2610. (p.10,14) 
t Olinton Manor 
urnlshad or unfurnished studio 
r 1 bedroom 9partments. 
curlty enterphene. Saut|e. 
• • 636.4261 
639.1032 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
For rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
:arpet, rec area, sauna end pool 
table, with security en 
terpuhone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
(c~f) , 
Suites for Rent: Fully fur. 
nlshed 1967 1OxS2 Squire. 2 
bedroom house trailer. Nice 
and clean, carpeted" In 
Ilvlngroom. $160. per month. 
No animals. Phone 635.2482. 
(p3-13) 
49 Homes for  Sale 
I 
FOR SALE 
3 '~edroom home with com- 
pleted basement, suite Carpeted 
throughout, Shaw fireplace 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
5 p.m. for details. + Priced at 
S51,G00. (ctf) 
• I I I I  
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
home. Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
3961 (c.Sept. Oct) 
House for Sale: 
3 bedroom house with wall to 
wall carpet.full basement gas 
heat close to schools and town, 
Drive by 4921 Park of phone for 
635.7382 or 635.7594 (p. ' ..16• 
17.19.21.1.3.5.7.9-11) 
For Sale or Rent; 
3 Bedroom house Located near 
downtown. Available at month 
end. Phone 635.3748. (C.9.18) 
For Sale: Acreage in town. 
Family house, barn and out  
buildings, Offers consider 
renting with options to buy. 
Immedlateoccupancy. View at 
4213 Sparks. Phone 635.3620. 
(p8-19) 
For Sale: Just like New - 1 - 1974 
- 07 Swamp cat bulldozer with 55. Proper ty  fo r  Sale 
winch and blade and two sets of 
tracks (The swamp 36" wide For Sale: 
pads and regular cat tracks) . 80 acres exclusive rural 
3200 hrs. of llght duty work slnce property. 50 acres cleared and 
purchased. Price is very producing legume hay. 
reasonable. Write Box 428S, Remainder in timberland 
Whitehorse, Y.T. or telephone aress. Access by public 
667.6664 area code 403 after 6 road,year round creek; power 
p.m. (p3.13) end telephone available. 2,100 
FT. contour gives b.reathtakit~g 
43. Rooms for  Rent view of all mountain rangers. 
Located midway between 
Room for rent for single gen. Houston and Smithers. Ex. 
tlmen In the hnnch area. With cellent for self.sustaining hobb) 
kitchen and living roar or riding ranch. $59,000 firm. 
facilities. Phone 635-3971 CTF Box 445 Telkwa,B.C. VOJ 2X0 
IIII I I IIII 
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56. Business Opportun i ty  
"Priced for Quick Sale! 
Texada Island Automotive 
Service business and property 
$7S,0081 Prlnceton area; 158 
acres, two cabins, land level 
with creek, $74,900. A. Wlebe 
879-0893. 
57. Automobi les  
1968 Datsun Station Wagon 
Recent $700.00 repairs. Nev 
transmission,good tires. Good 
transportaion. Asking $750.00. 
Phone 635.4091. See at 4610 
Park Ave. (C~ 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
1974 Mazda, 4 door Statlen 
Nagon. Low mileage, excellent 
condition. $2400 firm. Phone 
638.1842 after 6 p.m. (stf) 
For Sale: 1969 Fargo Van - 
needs work. Best offer. Phone 
635.6650 or" 635:7639. (c- 
10,11,12,13,14) 
1966 Plymouth Fury III. Heavy 
duty transmission and heavy 
duty altinator. 1 owner, i~x. 
cellent condition. Phone 635- 
2645. (c-10,11,12,13,14) 
For Sale: 1973 GMC V= ton 4x4. 
Needs some work, call 635.5605 
after S p.m. (c.4.14) 
For Sale: 1946 Willies C.J2A 
good condition. Phone 639.1640 
after 6 p.m. (c.8,9,10,11~12) 
For Sale: 1969 LaSabre as Is call 
635.7607. (c5.15) 
f:or Sale: 1967 Chrysler New 
yorker. 440 ca. In., P.S., P.B., 
~New rebuilt motor. Phone 63¢ 
~72 after 3:00 p.m. (1~1-14) 
For Sale: 19,73 Ventura Sprint 
• Hatchbeck 2'do~r 350 v8 4 sl~ed 
standard, Many extras, good 
condition. Phone 635-3309. (p3- 
14) 
1970 International Travelall 4 
Wheel drive. Heavy duty o/4 ton 
suspention. What offers. Phone 
635.2315. (c3.14) 
For Sale: 1972 Chev. Impala 
Costom, 2 door hardtop 350 V8 
enginewlth P.S. and P.B. Car is 
in good conditon. Asking $2100. 
Phone 635.3741 (p5-16) 
For Sale: 1965 Chev Belaire V8 
auiomatlc In good condition. 
Phone 635.3604 (p3-14) 
76 HONDA CiViC 
"HATCH BACK" 
Featuring: Low mileage, AM. 
F.M. dash stereo tape deck, 
radial tires, clock, roof rack, 
console, many Other options. 
Get economy with good gas 
mlleagel Phone 638.1449 after 5 
p.m~ (c8.19) 
• I 
58. Mob i le  Homes 60. Tenders 
For Sale or Rent 
12 x 683 Bedroom Mobile Home 
fully furnished with washer and 
dryer. In town close to schools. 
Phone 639-1870. (C- 
h10,11,12,13,) 
For Sale: 12x55 3 bedroom 
trailer. Good condition. Call 
635.5970 (c-S-14) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Sateway 
House trailer. Nice kitchen 
Sealed tenders, addressed to the 
underslgned and marked 
"Thornhlll Refuse Site Main- 
tenance" will be received until 
4:20 p.m. October 25, 1977. 
Specifications and contrac 
documents may be obtained on 
request from the Regional 
District of Kitlmat,Stlklne 
No.9.,)644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 635.7251. 
Ilvlngroom area, laundry The lowest or any tender will 
hookupsservlce. 75' fenced lot. " not necessarily be accepted. 
Furnished with appliances. For 
more Information phone 635. 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c.4,9,14,19,3) 
For Sale: 12x55, 1960 General 
Mobile Home. 3 bedrooms. 40 
gallons of hot water, propane or 
electric range, frldge, franklin 
fireplace and • new washer end 
dryer, in good condition. 
Asking $9,7.50. Phone 624.9091. 
(c+14) 
ForSale: 1972 12x60 Statesmen, 
3 bedrooms trai ler, with 
tranklln fireplace, furnlshnd or 
unfurnished. Has 8x28 veranda 
with an 0xg Insulated entrance 
room on back door, 8x12 utility 
shed. Completely fenced for  
privacy, located in trailer court 
2 blocks from school, store and 
laundromat. Price reduced as 
owners being transferred. 
Interested. Parties call after 6 
p.m. 635-5803. (p9.19) 
For Sale: 12x68 Paramount 3 
bedroom mobile home. Phone 
635-3755 (p5-16) 
John Pousette 
Administrator 
(c.8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Sale: 8' Camper, 3 way 
fridge, stove, and heater good 
condition. Phone 635.3755 (p5- 
16) 
J 
Musket History 
The musket of the Rev- 
olution barely covered 100 
yards. By the time of the 
Civil War, the rifled musket 
had an effective range of at 
least 400 yards and a killing 
power up to 1,000 yards. 
60. Tenders  
TENDERS 
The Regional District of 
Kitimat Stikine invites ten- 
ders for the snow plowing and 
sanding contract of the access 
road to the Kitsumkalum Ski 
Hill for the 1977.70 ski season. 
The contract calls for clearing 
and sanding of approximately 
two miles of access read and 
pa'rking areas as required by~ 
the ski hill manager. 
Tenders must state equipment 
available and hourly rates for 
such equipment with 
operators. The successful 
applicant must regard this 
contract as a first priority. 
Tenders for this contract must 
he submitted to the following 
address before 4:00 p.m. 
November 4, 1977: 
Ski Hill Road Clearing 
Regional District of Kitimat 
Stikine 
No.9 - 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
I |111  
Too much bench 
time slows you 
down. Get active. 
Get in shape and 
put yourself in 
the clear. 
"LOOK" 
As  low as  $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
mobile home - furnished - set up and delivered, 
I .u . ,  ! 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why fie up 
your cash or borrowing power. 1st end last months rent end 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
I 78 F 250 pickup 
$140.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
I 78 iCamaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or sinlply return 
I 78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
S99.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1400.O0 
or simply return 
70 Econoline Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,975.00 
or simply return 
79 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,825.00 
or simply return 
78 FI50 4x4 
S155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,27S.00 
or simply return 
78 C 100 Chev pu 
S!29.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,87S.00 
or simply return 
78 Dodge Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
79 aids Cutlass 
$139.00 per month 
lease end ! price 
S2,02S.O0 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
967-711 I 
BELMONT LEASIHO LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VAN COUV E R, B.C.D.00479A 
68 Lega I 
NOTICE TOCRt 31TARS 
Estate of the (.ceased: 
TAMM,alexander, tte of C-O 
Vancouver Police, Van., C-O 
Skeenavlew Hasp., errace and 
C-O Valleyvie~ Hasp., 
Essondale, B.C. 
Creditors and oil rs having 
claims against the said 
estate(s) arehereb~ required to 
• send them duly ve fled to the 
PUBLIC TRUS EE, 635 
Burrard Street, ancouver, 
B.C.V6C 2LL befor the 30th of 
November, 1977 i ter which 
date the assets , the said 
estate(s) will be Iistrlbuted, 
having regard onl to claims 
that have been recved• 
CLINTON W. FOg E, 
PUBLICTRUSTEE 
Not Now 
Then there's t ~. close. 
mouthed politicim, vho shot 
his girllriend and ~s  con. 
victed of. first de! ee tour. 
def. Just before hi rzanging. 
he was asked. " ave you 
anything you mist, ~o say?" 
His answer? "N, at this 
time." 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRL J 
to do carrier routes in 
THORNHILL 
hod experience and earni  ;s 
to the right persons. 
+ PHONE:- DAWN + 
635-6367 
Do It Now 
Aluminum + 
Sheets 
25" x X: 
12 iheets only. 3.75 
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
FOR RENI' 
OOMMEROIAL 
STORAGE SPAI)E 
Do you require extra 
storage space space? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATE ,Y 
"K Heated premises 
~( 8egulariy patrolled 
Centrally ideated 
Reasonable rates 
OALL 635-6357 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
ask for BILL 
i 
/ 
i ,  
• +i 
" i  
= 
= 
¢ 
= 
= 
= 
= 
,q  
I 
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Opposition criticisms: 
[COMICS [ No specific economic moves 
B.C. johnny hart 
...~V~ ~r.e.N Here ser~e, i WeR.c~ YH~T ~P_.UeW | I I :,(e~-r~pAY" ~: w~ HeRe. 
by Dik Browne Hagar Horrib:.e 
Al~e You 
~ 1  ~: ~, - r  I - - '7 - "  , ' ; tt~/.r~'~>  ,1~1[11 ATAT~M~ 
Catfish by Rog Boilen 
L 
(~ ID  L IK :~ THeM TO KI~:~OXIM/\ ~ ' I I ~ ,.,Mlk~- I F  1" ~R.N~I : :>  
,oo I I 4 
Doonesbury 
i 
I 
"TO~/AP.P~ THAT 50/11, 
THE UNIVEP.~ITY d/~ME/tfS 
ATHLETIC . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' ~VIOE 
/ 
///HAT ~/,/. O/,V5 ARE ,.~OM~' ~F 
THE PI~ST FREQ~IEIVT~Y A~;KED 
WHICH {4/E'~/. TRY 1"0 ANgWE-~ 
Hf~.~ IN PLAI/V,, 51MgtE 
by Garry Trudeau 
•AY.ACT•Y 15 '~/OHAIV" ? 
/ ~t¢O~/- 
Z. V~ AZ~AyS 
/ ~ BEEN ~g~lP 
I ! Y ~I~/ITH THE ADVENT OF E~LIAI. OPPORTUNITy FO~ WOMEN IN COLLEGIATE £,PORTS~ THEP.~ 15 NOW A NEED TO EDUCATE ATHleTE6 / ABOUT THE 5PORT~ 
o=,w,  p 
position spokesmen 
the government's Throne 
. Speech Tuesday for failing 
to deal in specifics with the 
country's ailing economy, 
the issue they said was the 
number one coueern of Ca- 
nadians. 
Opposition Leader Joe 
Clark said there is nothing 
in the throne speech read by 
the Queen at the opening of 
Parliament to help the 
economy. 
"There won't be any unity 
in this countr.y until there is 
some ecoom]c progress," 
Clark said. 
The Conservative l ader 
said the. government's 
decision to extend its con- 
trois program into 1978 is a 
had one. 
"Controls should come off 
now to allow for an early 
start to the de-controh 
veriod," Clark said. 
CALLED GREATEST CON- 
CERN 
Ed Brnadbent, leader of 
the New Democratic Party, 
said the state of the 
The Amazing Spi,]  r-man 
" , - . j~. . ._~ ..~ k.~,-~ ~r ~ ITOCHA~"reRAgUS~,OWE/ ImRm~NOT S~R-MAN 
FEVE.RYTHI~ I ~ ~. .  ,~AN ALL ~ AND C.ATC~.-I ONI.Y THE ~IMMI~ 
- ! 5¢HOOL, . A $~l r "  
_Tl"lEIk~'5 ~ ~ ' ~  I FOR NEXT WEEK! / .~ I~B I~V|V . -~/ , . " , ,~  . . . .  ~ ~ ' ~ "  .... . , - ( -THEM-70-  
THe ~N~ I " -  
~ N T I ~ U E S . . , ~  ~ERS/  NOW Z'LL-- HLIH.~_~'.,~ • A PC)CK IGRAB HIM~ TILL X 60T HEKEI ] I 
r ~ YOUR ACT - - - - ~ , - . ~  50t~ETHI~ ~ NOW HI='5 ~ON~¢=/ ~ J 
~o~ s , ,~ ~ ~ THe ~; ' , - L~. ,~~ ! ) I ' F~ TH~ ~KA ~ ~ 1  I 
EARNED THIS ) ~V~N/N~ 5HOW ~'TO,O 7RfAT GI/Y'/  I~ON'T/ I  I I l~ i  H M ! IT .~ I THAT'S . '~ .~NP ' I I I I IB i l  I 
CHECK, FELLA!J ITS HIGHEST I LET 'IM REACH THE ~ ~ . mY ¢o I s~owB/~: J l~"  ". '~ j~ i~ i l  I 
I n r ~  NIELSEN RATING ; ~ ~ZEI /AT~ ~ ANOTHER k ~  x ~ ~ B ~  (~ ~ J 
itl  llll ,% 
• d 
UIII.I k l l  I~A~ES~ESCA"E'"I.~_ ~ I~I@TOBeAT M/I~AN'S60TAFIJLL-'I'I~e I 
[_~ ~.OT AWAY dLEAfV/ ~.~,~.. . I I I . V CAREFUL. I ION BAP ~U~!Jr-~..TOB LOOKIN~OUTFORJ 
THE COPG'LL NEVER F INP~/~.~.y -~ ~ ~WHAT KINP'A YO'YO " (  YI~IJ'RE / N~m~E/  
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economy is the over-riding 
concern of the public. 
"The fallureof this throne 
speech lies in the absence of 
specific suggestions dealing 
with the economy," he said. 
He would wait and see de- 
tailed measures proposed 
by Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien when he speaks in 
theJCommons Thursday 
night. 
On the subject of proposed 
constitutional reform, both 
party leaders said the 
government failed to 
Phanges. e v i t n a 
Clark said the ~overn- 
ment is sticking with the 
status quo while Broadbent 
said the federal position has 
remained rigid for the last 
nine years. 
SUPPORTS THEORY 
Gilies Caouette (SC--Te- 
miscamingque), his party's 
temporary leader m the 
Commons, said the throne 
s~deech supports the years- 
Social Credit theory that 
the economic system m the 
cause of the economic 
troubles of Canada, such as 
unemployment. 
He sa id  some of the 
economic passages in the 
speech are a complete joke. 
He said the throne speech 
shows the federal govern- 
ment does not yet recognize 
that disunity is caused by 
economic policies. 
The speech put the fault 
for the country's troubles on 
the shoulders, of everybody 
but the ones that deserved 
it--the federal government. 
George Hees (PC--Prince 
Edward Hastings) said the 
speech . contained less 
specific details of plans on 
the economy than previous 
'throne speeches have. 
Rech LaSaile (P~-- 
Jolietto), his Ipa.rty's new 
employment critic said the 
government's recognition 
that national unity and 
economics are linked "is 10 
years too late." 
WARNING GIVEN 
Former ConserVative 
Leader Robert Stanfield 
French or English, saying 
"the government is ready to 
give all services for a 
minority in Quebec but what 
haRpenad with Los Gens de 
L'mr a year ago. 
"Why did the government 
refuse to give them ser- 
vice?" he asked, referring 
to the dispute over bflinguul 
air traffic controls. 
Sinclair Stevens, Con- 
servative finance critic, 
said news reports have 
indicated the government 
does not intend to move to 
end the controls program 
until April 1. 
Stevens (York-Simcoe) 
agreed with Clark that the 
decontrols period should 
begin immediately. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- High throne speech blames un- Ottawa is prepared to where unemployment runs 
unemployment is seriously certainty about Quebec's work with provincial as high as twice the national 
slowing economic growth, separatist intentions fox governments to reduce average. But the throne 
ond . the government weakness in the national regional disparity in areas speech outlines no specific 
promises action to stimulate economy, like the Atlantic provinces, plans for programs 
industry and create jobs in 
the throne speech read M o r e  language guarantees Tu sday by Queen
Elizabeth. 
Details about fedearal 
plans must wait until • ' 
dressThUrsday'Sby Financeec°n°micMinisterad" In  schools, courtrooms 
Jean Chretien, but the 
throne speech signals OTTAWA (cP) -- The To insure that the bo pushing for constitutional 
against expecting any federal government is Englishspeaking provinces change. The British North 
major new initiatives, provide French-laugnage America Act currently gives 
schools to their minorities, 'the provinces control over 
education. 
The tax benefits given big 
business in the March 31 
budget will be strengthened, 
but stimulus applied this 
way "must not I~ allowed to 
compromise our objective of 
continuing reductions iv 
inflation," the speech 
opening the new 
parliamentary session says. 
High unemployment and 
inflation "are clear signals 
of the inadequacy of 
economic strategies ap- 
propriate to simpler times," 
the throne speech says in its 
nearest admission that 
federal economic policies 
are responsible :for the 
current economsc con- 
ditions. 
But it adds that it is up to 
Canadians to correct the 
situation, "by a read- 
justment of our values, and 
by a re-discovery of the 
merits of self-discipline and 
fair sharing." 
MORE TAX CHANGES 
Legislation to put into 
effect he tax concessions of
about $1.2 billion annually 
for corporations that were 
announced inthe budget last 
March 31 will be rein- 
troduced. Chretien will an- 
nounce additional tax 
changes to "significantly 
strengthen" these tax 
breaks and investment 
incentives, the government 
says. 
The indication is that the 
government will continue to 
emphasize incentives for 
private industry to create 
jobs, rather than any major 
m 
However, Chretien is also 
free to announce amend- 
ments to the Income Tax 
Act to reduce personal in- 
come taxes. 
The effective date for 
ending controls is not 
revealed, although the anti- 
inflation program will 
continue "through the early 
part of 1978," the govern- 
ment says. That increases 
speculation about April I as 
the date to start lifting the 
controls. 
The throne speech 
acknowledges that "it is 
neither just nor tolerable" 
that 8.3 per cent of the work 
force, about 800,000 
Canadians, cannot find a 
i ob. But bringing down nflation, now running at 8.4 
per cent annually, remains 
a key priority. ,, 
The government ties in 
continuing efforts to 
stabilize the economy with 
national unity, stating that 
"it is imperative that 
feelings of linguistic or cul- 
tural inequality not be  
allowed to be further 
poisoned by evidence of 
economic injustice." The 
p 
allowing a l l  Canadians 
charged with a criminal 
offence to be tried in the 
official language of their 
choice. 
Announcement of the 
move was given by Queen 
Elizabeth Tuesday in the 
throne speech opening anew 
session of Parhament. 
The proposed amendment 
to  the Criminal Code is 
included in  a package of 
legislative and con- 
stitutional changes planned 
by the government to 
promote linguistic equality 
and national unity. 
Along with changes to the 
court system, the govern- 
ment will be pushing for 
increased availability oJ 
French-language schools 
outside Quebec, the speech 
said. 
The proposed Criminal 
Code amendment follows 
controversies in Ontario and 
Manitoba where French- 
Canadians were un- 
successful insecuring trials 
in French. 
The Ontario government 
had complained that it was 
unable to provide a trial in 
French for a criminal 
charge because federal 
legislation provides for 
French trials on ly  in 
designated areas in 
Manitoba and Quebec. 
REMOVE BLOCK' 
The federal government 
now appearsto be removing 
one stumbling block to the 
accessibility of French 
trials outside Quebec but 
will be faced with the 
problem of finding judges 
who will be able to hear the' 
cases. 
Legislation is also being 
prepared to clarify the 
Official Languages Act, to 
strengthen the role of the 
official languages com- 
missioner and to clarify the 
role of courts in safeguar- 
ding linguistic equality 
throughout the country, the 
speeen says. 
The government earlier 
this year established an 
interdepartmental com- 
mittee to study the status 
and future of official 
language minorities. It has 
not yet reported. 
The committee was 
formed following 
publication of a well- 
documented report by the 
Federation des Fran- 
cb~hdnes Hors Qu'ebec 
(Federation of French- 
Canadians Outside Quebec) 
detailing what they believed 
was the continuing 
discrimination by the 
federal and provincial gov- 
ernments against French- 
Canadian minorities. 
the federal government will 
Talks for new 
food strategy 
By DOUG LONG The document that 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The emerged in June, A Food 
federal government will call Strategy For Canada, 
a national food conference outlined the government's 
idea of a national food of government, producers, 
consumers and the industry polio ~/" 
to help plan a new food It included protec~on of 
strategy, good agricultural land while 
serving notice on the food 
The.announcement, processing, distribution and 
contained in the throne retailing industry that it 
speech, forms part of. the would be watchedto ensure 
Trudeau government's long- 
awaited national food pol- its operations were efficient 
and competitive. 
icy, first announced last The food conference an- 
June. • nouneement was the only 
No date for the conference reference to the farm 
has been set although the cgmmunity in the speech 
June announcement called and no major legislatmn is 
for a federaily-sponsored expected this session. 
seminar this fall. 
The throne sp.ecch said the 
govemment will "work with No oil 
the provinces to ensure ac0- 
ordinated approach to 
agricultural development, 
making better use of o r  gas 
Canada's food-producing 
potential." 
The government also said changes 
it is planning "new 
initiatives to provide the 
consumer with readily 
accessible information on By HOWIE COLLINS 
food prices and nutrition." OTTAWA (CP) ---: New 
The statement comes at a measures are planned to 
time of continuing rapid in- provide corporate tax 
creases in food prices and breaks to stimulate the 
deteriorating farm income. economy, but energy offi- 
PUSH INDEX UP cials say nothing specific is 
Increased food prices planned for the oil and gas 
have been a major factor in industry. 
the rising consumer price The throne speech, 
index during the last year, outlining government plans 
while many farmers have for the new session of  
been'forced out of business Parliament, read by the 
as their costs rose and in- Queen Tuesday, outlines a 
comes dropped, series of business tax 
The government hopes to measures taken in the last 
protect farmers from wild budget, including incentives 
price fluctuations while to boost exploration for oil 
guaranteeing that con- and gas. 
sumers have more say in "There is no much more 
farm products pricing, we can do unless we 'dig the 
"The government will holes," he said. / 
ensure that the views of 
producers, processors and As expected, the speech 
consumers are adequately also says the government 
represented 'on marketing will bring in legislatior 
boards and agencies, o that seeking" ratification of its 
they may operate more el-" decision to approve a $10 
fectively,, the throne billion naturalgas pipeline 
speech said. to move fuel from Alaska to 
. A .  / ' . r  e t s i markets in the United 
Euge'n'e Wh~lan, a staunch States. 
defender of marketing During the new session of 
boards, has come under Parliament, the govern. 
increasing attacks from ment said it plans further 
consumer groups who argue encouragement to 
that the boards hold prices development of energy 
at artificially high prices to saving technology and 
stabilize returns to renewable nergy sources, 
producers, such as power from the sun. 
no major changes planned 
warned the government 
seven years ago about the 
disastrous consequences to 
unity of economic pressures 
in Quebec, said LaSslle who 
also is Clark's repre- 
sentative in Quebec. 
He d i ~  
government pledt~l~_ _ , 
court trials available II~ 
Economic signals heard, but 
